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Abstract: The ZK-Crypt combination compact hardware stream cipher engines each include a true random number 
generator, a stream cipher and a data authenticator based on a fast compact engine and proven "noise sources". The 
ZK-Crypt II 7.0 K gate and ZK-Crypt 8.2 K gate "engines" output a 32 bit word at each clock cycle with 128 and 160-bit 
keys, maximizing throughput with very low energy per enciphered bit. The ZK-Crypt II and the enhanced ZK-Crypt III 
are stream cipher and MAC un-reinstated 2nd phase candidates for the eSTREAM contest. The ZK-Crypt III with Dual 
Track feedback provably obviates insertion of false Message Words and next step reconciliation of invalidated machine 
variables in Data Authentication. The ZK-Crypt Stream Ciphers, if selected, are unencumbered eSTREAM devices. 
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Introduction:  
 
The ZK-Crypts are digital engines designed to cost effectively execute the three basic functions needed in 
modern high speed symmetric crypto-security; i.e., best of breed, single step, stream cipher, data 
authenticator, and true random number generator, TRNG.  
 
During the four year designing process the basic ZK-Crypt engine was incrementally enhanced; each function 
benefited from the added attributes of its "colleague function"; e.g., improving a MAC feedback strategy to 
sever adversarial correlation of Message Words to the ZK-Crypt's Register Bank, unexpectedly increased the 
crypto-complexity of the Stream Cipher. The inevitable result was a top level security machine that grew 
from an extremely compact 4K gates to a comfortable compact 8.2K gate engine.  

 
The hardware architecture has been proved by the ETH to be a very low energy per ciphered bit, fast and 
compact design [SASC2006]. Of the three most compact and best performing eSTREAM Phase 1 Contest 
devices, only the ZK-Crypt I boasted longer than 80 bit keys; i.e., the ZK-Crypt was submitted as a 128 
and/or 160 bit key stream cipher.  
 
The random/deterministic/noise source is compliant with the BIS AIS 31 [schndlr] specifications for TRNGs, 
and is operative on digital silicon demonstrators. The engine is equipped to statistically monitor the noise 
source during normal processing and passes AIS 31, DieHard and Repeated Word statistical tests with highest 
grades.    
 
The ZK-Crypt design followed many years of Fortress developments which included random number 
generators, and public key chips, algorithms and hardware systems. The present basic architecture was 
launched to be a single step 32 bit word random number generator/stream cipher. Incremental improvements 
led to data authentication using increasingly robust testing methods; as we designed for massive diffusion, 
unpredictability, and virtually no algorithmic leakage of internal states.  
 
Each stage of the design was reviewed by Israeli and international consultants. Their suggestions triggered 
the new non-biasing non-linear MAJ/Store & XOR filters; and non-linear and dense feedback strategies. The 
ZK-Crypt II eSTREAM submission underwent formal cryptanalysis which established a proven 
crypto-complexity of 2

170
 for a dense feedback version. Present estimates for the ZK-Crypt III stand on the 

"high side" of 2
190

.  
 
At the last stage of development, to obviate any twiddle of falsified Message Words in an authenticated 
message, we introduced the Dual Track Feedback strategy. The second track solved the problem of degraded 
statistics arising from dense feedback, a perennial problem for us and fellow researchers [trichina].   
 
This is a top down explanation, followed by rigorous proofs of the dual track feedback preclusion of message 
modification. The uninitiated would probably benefit from having the last version of the "A-Z Guide to the 
ZK-Crypt", [zk-a-z glos]; engineers may like to have the circuitry near their elbow [zk-ccc]; an analyst or a 
chip designer may benefit from the C code [zk-code]. Additional design rationales can be found in published 
pending patents.    
 
The final result is simply a carefully tailored assembly of disparate pseudo-random modules, remotely 

regulated linear and non-linear permutations, masked by two tracks of uncorrelated parallel feedback. One 
changed feedback bit affects on the average of more than 31 bits in the 32 bit Cipher Mask, and 165 bits 
of internal state variables in the first cycle.  
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Organization of the Document 
The ZK-Crypt Architecture – Overviews the interacting modules.  
The Register Bank – Consists of 4 pairs of concatenated unique non-Linear Feedback Shift Registers, 

nLFSRs, arranged in 4 tiers, each tier with a unique projected permutation; where all four tiers are 
filtered and non-linear combined to output a 32 bit word.  

 
The Data Churn – Consists of 3 tiers of non-linear combiners with memory, and 2 four rule 

displacement matrices with non-linear output filters. 
  
Cipher and Data Authentication Procedures in the ZK-Crypts – Explaining initialization and 

execution of the Cipher and MAC Protocols. 
 
The ZK-Crypt Random Controller – An overview of the interaction of the 3 Control Units, the noise 

source, and the output permutation encoder.  
 
The Single and Dual Track Cipher and MAC Mode Feedbacks – A description of the older Single 

Track Feedback used in the ZK-Crypt II, which does not completely obviate short term adversarial 
MAC twiddling (falsifying and reconciling nLFSRs in the Register Bank), and the Double Track 
feedback which provably bars generic message modification attacks. 

 
ZK-Crypts – a Short Spec: Includes Size, Throughput, Binary Variables, Security Attributes, Random 

Statistics, DPA resistance and a Comparison to similar performance AES . 
 
Appendix A: Precluding Message Modification Attacks- demonstrated on the Single Track ZK-Crypt II 
 
Appendix B: Dual Track Transformations- Obviate False Word Register Bank Reconciliation 
 
Appendix C: Block Flow Diagram of Cipher Protocol using MAC Mode Initialization 
 
Appendix D: Block Flow Diagram of Data Authentication Protocol - Programmable Key Lengths 
 
Appendix E: Differential Immunity of the ZK-Crypt Stream Cipher and Data Authenticator 
 

The ZK-Crypt Architecture 
In Figs. 1 and 2 we depict the architecture and summarize the interaction of the three main modules in 
the ZK-Crypt versions; the Random Controller, which drives the 32-bit Word Manipulator, and the 
Result/Feedback Processor which interacts with the Word Manipulator and the Host Computer. 
  
ZK-Crypt II is (at the time of writing of writing this document) the official FortressGB eSTREAM 
contest version as eSTREAM has not officially accepted the ZK-Crypt III tweak. The essential 
difference between the two versions consists of the second track of feedback in the ZK-Crypt III. 
Explaining version III via version II is easier and highlights the enhancement. 
 
The Random Controller which includes a permutation Clocking Mechanism driven by an internal noise 
source; the 32-Bit Word Manipulator, aka the Word Manipulator, which includes the Register Bank and 
the Data Churn which outputs the 32 bit Cipher Mask; and the Result/Feedback Processor which outputs 
Cipher Masked Results, and processes Data Churned variables to generate two tracks of cipher or data 
authentication feedbacks.  
 
The Random Controller outputs pseudo-random clocking pulses to the Register Bank, and regulates 
permutations in both the Register Bank and the Data Churn. The Random Controller receives 8+2 
pseudo-random binary feedbacks from the Register Bank and Data Churn and outputs 8 clock and 
binary permutations signal to the Register Bank. The Random Controller selects the 4 displacement 
rules in the 2 Splash (displacement) Matrices, and regulates the 4 EVNN dispersions in the Data Churn.  
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Fig. 1: The Basic ZK-Crypt Architecture 
 
 
The Register Bank consists of four tiers of unique pairs of non-linear Feedback Registers, nLFSRs. Each 
tier's concatenated nLFSR pair outputs are projected (rotated) Images which are bit wise XOR summed 
with pairs' outputs.  At each sampling a non-linear combiner processes the outputs of the four tiers. The 
32-bit word output of the Register Bank is input into the Data Churn. 
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Fig. 2: The ZK-Crypt II &III Architectures with MAC & Cipher Feedback 
 
The Data Churn receives the output of the Register Bank and outputs the Cipher Mask. It consists of 
three tiers of non-linear combiners with memory, and two 4 rule Splash Matrices each of which 
displaces input bits into four different output strings and then diffuses the outputs such that each output 
bit is a function of four near neighbor outputs and a permutation bit signal from the Random Controller.    
 
The Result/Feedback Processor bit wise XOR sums the Cipher Mask and the Message Word and saves 
the Present Result in the Result Store. The Processor combines and transforms four 32-bit variables 
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from the Data Churn, and the output of the Result Store to produce MAC Feedback words and Cipher 
Mode Feedback words (which are not a function of the Result Store).  
 
The Random Controller generates the clocking pulses that are used in the Word Manipulator and is 
composed of four clocking mechanisms which drive the triple Control Unit permutation encoder. By 
pseudo-randomly clocking the 24 permutations and correlation immunizers in the 32-bit Word 
Manipulator we amplify the crypto-complexity of the Manipulator.  
 
The 32 Bit Word Manipulator consists of the Register Bank with 4 tiers of unique non-linear feedback 
shift registers (nLFSRs), with pseudo-randomly permuted images, a hybrid Majority Function/Triple 
XOR Combiner; and a 10 level, massive diffusion Data Churn. The Top, Middle and Bottom (TMB) 
Tiers of the Register Bank, can be seen as an encapsulated pseudo-random number processor, which 
receives feedback, and whose permutation functions are driven by the Random Controller. The TMB 
output is masked by two combining functions and the output of the Super Tier.  
 
The Result/Feedback Processor generates six 32 bit streams of feedback to the Word Manipulator  and 
processes 32 bit word Results to the Host. The Lower Feedback Store processes a single feedback word 
for the TMB Tiers and for the Super Tier in version II, and two uniquely rotated versions which are 
recycled into the Data Churn. The Super Tier Feedback Store of ZK-Crypt III outputs linearly displaced 
feedback which randomizes the Super Tier.  
 
In a single clocked cycle, one bit of feedback typically is diffused (unpredictably affects) 9 of the 32 bits 
which are output by the Register Bank. These 9 bits are further diffused by the 10 levels of displacement 
permutations and non-linear memory combiners into a minimum of 31 of the Cipher Mask output. Four 
case studies of the diffusion can be found in [zk-ccc-Appendix A]. We are presently quantifying the 
increased diffusion of the ZK-Crypt III (which is the present offering).   
 
The Data Churn consists of 3 levels of high diffusion MAJ/XOR Store & XOR filters with two identical 
Splash Matrices interspersed.  At each clock a pseudo-random selector enacts a different Displacement 
Vector in each Matrix. 
 
Each 32 bit memory store, in the Top, Intermediate, Bottom and Result Store & XORs, accepts the 
current clocked 32 bit input value from a preceding combining function, while outputting the result from 
the previous clocked cycle. The output of each Store & XOR cell is the bit wise XORed value of the 
previous input to the memory store and the present output bit of the preceding combining function. 
 
In addition, the Top and Intermediate Store & XORs also combine (into the memory store) the shifted 
feedback from the Lower Feedback Store. Therefore, each Store & XOR output is a function of 10 or 11 
input variables.  

 
The outputs of the 32 Bit Word Manipulator consist of the 32 bit Cipher Mask and four internally 
generated words which generate two Cipher and two MAC feedback loops. Single and Dual Track MAC 
ZK-Crypt feedbacks consist of a linear combination of the Present Result Word and the Past Result 
Word and a second combination of 4 internal Data Churn variables. The cipher feedback words are 
independent of the Message Word whereas the Dual Track MAC feedback words are by definition 
functions of the Message Word.  

 

The 24 Bit Counter & Synchronizing Controller serves to coordinate both local and networked 
cipher functions; and also functions as a statistical random phase monitor for the TRNG Frequency 
Modulated Noise Source Oscillator [zk-ccc Fig. 4DC1-3].  
              
The ZK-Crypt has a defined protocol for out-of-order packets, and missing packet Internet cipher text 
transmissions. In the Cipher Mode, the 24 bit Counter/Synchronizer (when enabled) counts each new 
Cipher Mask. A page number can be inserted into each packet. The counter is linked to a comparator 
which is set to generate an Interrupt previous to accepting a new (32 bit) Message Word, the first word 
in a page (a packet) of defined length spanning 16 to 1024 thirty-two bit words. The counter also sends a 
pulse at the end of a targeted "end of file". With the ZK-Crypt finite state machine, [zk-ccc Fig. 3FSM], 
the counter is operative to set the engine to a designated mid file "first decrypted word" state. With an 
additional DMA Controller pair, the FSM automatically controls decryption and encryption of defined 
length messages, at maximum speed. A function not described in the primitive of this submission 
includes Wait & Sample, wherein the FSM activates the Random Controller and the Word Manipulator 
for a defined number of cycles, before generating a Result. This function was designed for highest 
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security applications, and can be equated to increasing the number of rounds in a block cipher. In the 
ZK-Crypt III MAC mode, the 24 bit counter output is linked to the Super Tier [haifa], operative to 
uniquely index the state of the Engine at each message, thereby to prevent the (anticipated) block cipher 
equivalent of concatenating "fixed point" sections to generate valid MAC tags.  
 
A good stream cipher is characterized by large pseudo-random diffusion, extensive use of non-linear 
functions, and several stages of memory correlation immunizers, e.g., our Store & XOR or commonly 
used Carry Save devices. A hybrid mix of close interaction between variables (within the Word 
Manipulator and the Random Controller) and diffused and delayed interaction between (Word 
Manipulator and Random Controller) main components is also a desirable feature.  
 
Random Number Testing 
Random testing has progressed from Knuth's [knuth-2] semi-algorithmic programs, to Maurer's 
universal tests [maurer-92], nicely programmed with graphics in NIST's less rigorous [fips 140], and 
finally in the ubiquitous series of DieHard tests [diehrd], the benchmark for commercial stream ciphers. 
With DieHard we developed present strategies, wherein we were able to progress from 7 step to single 
step highest quality random string generation. Bernstein [repwrd] showed that a repeated word test on 
the ZK-Crypt devices should be executed on the full 32 bit machine word length. The test consists of 
repeatedly (with different initial conditions) counting how many 32 bit words are repeated in a 10 
million word sampling, [zk-a-z glos]. We also have used this test to prove the non-existence of 
differentials in any of the internal word variables [diff]. 
 
Credit is due to the German Standard AIS 31 test [schndlr]. The AIS 31 statistical tests have been very 
helpful in designing the deterministic noise source in the Random Controller. Typically, designers 
simply assume that their deterministic noise source is good, as flaws in the noise source are typically 
undetected on the generator's output (the Cipher Mask). The AIS 31 spec [schndlr] is based on the 
assumption that such flaws are potential bases for hacking. Our observations and soft and hardware 
demos support the AIS 31 assumption. Top randomality test marks are necessary, but not sufficient 
proof of quality pseudo-random strings. Any test (past or future) that detects distinguishing attributes in 
large strings points to flaws in a cipher.  

 
The Register Bank 

\\\\
\\

Fig. 3: The Register Bank  
 
The Register Bank's 4 Tiers are divided into two sets. The Super Tier linearly affects the output of the 
Register Bank and is dominant in randomizing the Cipher Mask. The Top, Middle and Bottom Tiers, 
(the TMB) which are the least observable core of the ZK-Crypt, are irregularly clocked and permuted. 
The TMB Tiers are combined using a bit-wise Majority function. The output of the 2 of 3 Majority 
Combiner is rotated 5 bits to the right and XORed with itself; and also XORed with the output of the 
Super Tier in the 4 Tier Combiner to generate the output of the Register Bank.  
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All four tiers are essentially the same construction, as described in Fig. 4. The Super Tier and its Image 
are activated on every clock, whereas the TMB Tiers and their Images are randomly clocked. A 
minimum of two tiers is clocked at every cycle; each tier is clocked close to on an average of about 5/6 
of the cycles. A tier that is not clocked is stationary for the un-clocked cycle. The outputs of the nLFSRs 
are therefore unchanged when a tier is not clocked. The tiers outputs are combined, irrelevant of a tier's 
being stationary or clocked at a given cycle. XORing the Image to the concatenated nLFSR output 
reduces to a minimum the sense of left to right movement of data in the nLFSRs and reduces local bias 
(more "1"s or "0"s).  
 

\\

 
Fig. 4: A ZK-Crypt 32 Bit Tier  
 
In each of the four 32 bit tiers (a typical tier is described in Fig. 4); there are two non-linear feedback 
shift registers, nLFSRs. The concatenated output of the nLFSR pair is left rotated (we call the rotated 
output an Image). 
  
The Super, Top, Middle and Bottom Tier Images are generated by left rotations of 7, 1, 3, or 5 bits 
respectively. The Super Tier has two unique 16 bit nLFSRs. The Top, Middle and Bottom Tier left/right 
pair lengths are: 13/19, 18/14 and 15/17 bits, respectively, see Table 1.  

 
The concatenated outputs of the pair of the nLFSR cells in a tier comprise the 32 bit output of the 
nLFSR pair which is the input to the rotated Image. Note, there are exactly two words which output the 
same Image; i.e., the Image and its complement, and we have not lost unpredictability, but have assured, 
in the long run, extremely low differentials [diff]. 
 

One to Many (Galois) nLFSRs 
In Fig. 5 we show a design of a "One to Many" type nLFSR as incorporated in the four Register Bank 
tiers. The building block of shift register is the single bit memory cell. Between defined memory cells is 
a tap; wherein feedback is XORed to data bits progressing left to right between the cells. Each ZK-Crypt 
nLFSR has a unique construction, defined by the number of memory cells and the placement of 
feedback taps between cells, e.g., 8 cells and 1, 2, 4, 7 feedbacks in the Fig. 4. At each clock, data 
content of each cell moves one cell to the right. Note that the MS cell is the rightmost cell. The MS cell 
output (save when complemented by the less frequently occurring "1" from a Slip or NFIX) comprises 
the nLFSR feedback. 
  
The nLFSR (bit) Feedback is the XORed sum of the output of the MS cell, the NFIX NOR gate and a 
Slip pulse. Therefore, if the nLFSR Feedback is a "1", "tapped" data bits moving from left to right 
are complemented. This causes local unpredictability, as opposed to the conventional Many to One (aka 
Fibonacci) nLFSRs and other FSRs, where long streams of bits move uncomplemented for the length of 

the register. In such a case, if the s'th cell output value is known at clock cycle t; the value at t-x (x ≤ t) is 
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know for all x. Note that in Table 1 the longest bit interval between taps is 5, and most taps are located 
less than 3 bit intervals. Short bit intervals between taps are especially important when registers are 
sampled in parallel. In the ZK-Crypt implementation, each input to a Register Bank nLFSR cell is the 
XOR sum of the output of the previous cell, of the relevant bit value of the Lower or Super Tier 
Feedback word, and also the nLFSR (bit) Feedback, if it exists. 

 
As shown, Random Controller generated Left or Right Slip permutation bit signals are operative to 
complement the "normal" MS feedback in the Left or Right TMB Tiers' nLFSRs. The occasional Slip 
permutation signal affects a change of the normal nLFSR sequence. For example, if a present nLFSR 
stage is 01010100, the feedback would be "0", and the next stage would be 00101010. However, if the 
Slip caused a "1" feedback, the next stage would be 10011110; it would have changed 4 bits from the 
normal bits in the stage. This stage would normally be far removed in the sequence of stages. 
 

 
Fig. 5: A ZK-Crypt Type "One to Many" nLFSR 

 
In an n bit nLFSR, if the n-1 LS cells have zero content, the NFIX gate generates a "1". In such a case, 
the NFIX "1" complements the normal nLFSR feedback. If the MS cell's polarity is "1", this "feeds 
back" a "0" which generates the all zero stage. If the MS bit value is "0" and the register was in the all 
zero state, the NFIX generates a "1"; causing , the nLFSR Feedback to be "1", forcing a "1" into cell 
outputs 1,2,4 and 7,  generating the 101101002 register stage.  

 
The above two n-1 sequences serve to incorporate the all zero stage in the normal sequence of the 
nLFSR, and in normal use, to prevent the "Stuck on Zero" syndrome. A linear feedback shift register 
(without the n-1 Zero Sense") which could be mistakenly set to "0" in all memory cells would remain 
fixed in the all zero state. As "At Stuck on Zero" the zero feedback XORed to the tapped cells' "0" 
regenerates the all zero sequence.  
 
The tap configurations in all ZK-Crypt nLFSRs are designed to produce the maximum possible number 
of unique n bit sequences. Introducing the all zero sequence serves to increase the number of valid 
sequences in an n celled shift register from 2

n
-1 to 2

n
. A maximum length sequence that includes the all 

zero sequence "perfectly" balances (unbiases) the probability of "1"s and "0"s in the total sequence.  
 

In addition, in all cases, the output of the MS cell (the right hand cell) of each of the eight Register Bank 
nLFSRs is fed back to the Random Controller.   
 
In a multi-tapped "One to Many" nLFSR as depicted in Fig. 5, with a probability of 0.5, a bit traversing 
from left to right is flipped at each tap. With multiple taps this generates local unpredictability of the 
parallel output. In the conventional "Many to One" nLFSR, the XOR taps are joined together externally. 
In the Many to One configuration a "1" or "0" travels from the left hand LS cell to the right hand MS 
cell unchanged. We call this low local unpredictability. In a previous design, consisting of 
3 Many-to-One type nLFSR tiers with associated randomly clocked images, there remained a strong 
sense of left to right movement in the parallel output.  
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The bias statistics of the Super Tier Feedback (input to the Super Tier) are excellent as the feedback is 
the reversed nibble linear XOR word sums of 4 internal correlation immunized Data Churn values. (We 

define a nibble with bits A,B,C & D, in that order, [ABCD], so that the reversed nibble is [DCBA]). The 

two Super Tier nLFSRs are not aberrated by Slip pulses. Slip pulses, like other non-linear aberrations, 
adversely affect randomality [diehrd]. We view the Super Tier output as a random mask. Several 
uncorrelated previously clocked Super Tier derived outputs appear as linear factors (exclusive OR), in 
the output equation of every descending level in the Data Churn. Remember, if a slightly biased word is 
XORed to a second uncorrelated strongly biased word, the result is statistically less biased than the 
lesser bias of the two.  
 
The Super Tier is configured to accept the Cipher Mask count from the 24 bit synchronizing counter in 
Data Authentication modes (in ZK-Crypt III). Else the Super Tier nLFSR constructions are similar to the 
TMB nLFSRs where a multi-input XOR gate exists between each cell and its nearest neighbors. The 
TMB Tiers are initially loaded with the "native" directly loaded part of the secret key via said 
multi-input XOR gates. The Super Tier is initially reset; and can only effectively be pre-loaded in MAC 
mode, see Figs. Appx-8 & Appx-9 in the Appendices C and D.  

 
Table 1: Configuration of the Register Bank's "One to Many" nLFSRs  

               Left Hand                                                       Right Hand    
Tier # Cells         Tap Configuration # Cells             Tap Configuration 
Super     16        0 2 5 6 10 11 12 15    16                  5 8 11 15 
Top     13             2 3 5 8 9 12    19        1 4 6 7 8 9 11 14 16 18 
Middle     18       2 4 6 7 10 11 12 13 15 17    14              1 4 5 8 10 13 
Bottom     15            0 1 5 6 10 14    17         1 4 7 9 10 12 13 16 

 
No TMB register has less than 6 feedback taps, and the number of memory cells between two taps is 
only once four. 
 
The nLFSR graphics of Fig. 5 are simplified in order to demonstrate the concept of conventional LFSRs 
permuted by the non-linear Slip and NFIX aberrations. In the ZK-Crypt nLFSR configurations, there is a 
multiple input XOR gate between each nLFSR cell operative to accept the output of the previous nLFSR 
cell, the nLFSR feedback (the XOR sum of the output of the MS cell, the Slip and the NFIX aberration 
signals), a pre-load key initialization binary value (in the TMB Tiers) and the output bits from the 24 bit 
Counter/Synchronizer (into the version III Super Tier only).  
 
We use hardware parlance when referring to logic variables. A signal is a variable that serves to start or 
cause some action; e.g., a Slip which aberrates an nLFSR feedback, a Splash Select signal which routes 
displacement bit in the Splash Matrix, or a clock signal. We are more explicit, however, when referring 
to clock signals. We generally call clock signals pulses, as they are reserved for "Sampling" memory 
cells, and are only effectively active when "rising" from zero to logic "1". A clock pulse remains at logic 
"1", for only the first half of a clocking cycle. State variables are the outputs of memory cells, and they 
drive random logic gates, e.g., XOR, AND, and OR. During the rise time of a clock signal, the input 
value to the cell becomes the output value for the remainder, at least, of the clock cycle. 
 
It is important to understand that all outputs of the multi-input XOR gates, and in general all inputs into 
all memory cells must be stable ("0" or "1") prior to the rising memory cells' clock pulse that 
simultaneously stores all input values. The stored values are output almost immediately; e.g., 0.5 nano 
second later. In the first half of the period between two rising clock pulses, the logic bits "descend" 
through the Register Bank and Data Churn sitting at the Result Store at the Lower and Super Tier 
Feedback Stores. At the same sampling instant, the outputs (from the previous clock cycle) of the 
Feedback Stores "ascend" to the Register Bank, ready to be XOR integrated at the next rising clock 
signal. Typically, during the second half of the period, all logic values are stable, and waiting to be 
sampled.    
 

The Data Churn 
In Fig. 6, we show how the Data Churn receives: a) the combined output of the Register Bank, and 
b) two rotated versions of the Lower Feedback. After 7 levels of processing the Data Churn outputs: 
a) the Cipher Mask and b) four 32 bit words into the Result/Feedback Processor, see Figs. 2 and 10. 

 
There are three Store & XOR vectors in the Data Churn. At every clocked cycle, each Store & XOR 
receives a 32 bit data vector from one level above, and stores the contents in its 32 memory cells. At the 
next clock cycle the output is the previous input value XORed with the present input value. This 
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memory stored previous bit output XORed to the present input decreases (immunizes) correlation 
between cycles [ruep1].   
 
The Splash Displacement Matrices 
Interspersed between the three levels of the Store & XOR/ MAJ/3XOR Hybrid Complexes in Fig. 6 
are the Top and Bottom Splash Displacement Matrices.  Each matrix is composed of four row 
displacement vectors. The A, B, and C vectors each signify a different pseudo-random 
displacement rule for directing input bits into the output word. The D vector causes the input word 
to be output without change; i.e., we call this a "straight through" rule vector.  
 
At each clock cycle, the Splash (Rule) Selector in the Random Controller enables one vector from 
the Top Matrix, e.g., the A vector; and a different vector; e.g., the B vector, for the Bottom Matrix. 
Note that in Fig. 6, that if the B rule vector is enabled, input bit I14 is displaced to output Index 27 
by B27 (in column 14). Ideal pseudo-random sequence vectors were altered slightly to assure that 
an index i'th input will "exit" a different j'th output for each of the rules.  
 
The Splash Select is a function of the Noise Source, the 2 previous Splash Selector memory outputs 
and the Index 15 and 31 outputs from the Top Splash Matrix. The four selected Rule Pairs are A & 
B, B & C, C & D and D & A; in each case for the Top and Bottom Splash Matrices respectively. 
 

  

  
Fig. 6: The Data Churn 
 
Four cell outputs of the Splash Matrices are input into the 4 Rule Splash Combiners, the Hybrid Filter of 
Fig. 7 to be factors in the present cycle output of the Store & XOR.  
 
Assume 4 "displacing" input bits index 7, 22, 24 and 3 are input to the Splash Matrix of Fig. 6;         
     they are displaced to four near neighbors (the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th) on the output of the Matrix; 
     [I07�B09�H(9,t);     I22�B10�H(10,t);     I24�B11�H(11,t);  and    I03�B12�H(12,t)] 
     which are input into the 11th Hybrid Filter cell;  
     and are factors in the Y(11,t)th output of the Store & XOR the i'th cell in Fig. 7.   
 
One of four EVNN (Random Controller) signals regulates each MAJ filter.   
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The correlation between the four input bits is broken by the random source of the near neighbors. Each 
cell in the Top Splash Combiner receives four random bits from the 4 Tier Combiner, correlation 
immunized by the Top XOR & Store, and finally displaced by the Top Splash Matrix. The Bottom 
Splash Combiner receives four bits randomized by the Top Splash Combiner, correlation immunized by 
the Intermediate Store & XOR, which are subsequently displaced in the Bottom Splash Matrix.  
 
Tests have shown in the ZK-Crypt III, that if the Splash Matrices are not active, i.e., the Matrices are in 
the "straight through" mode, result statistics are slightly degraded, but still exceptional. 
 
Store & XOR/ Hybrid MAJ/3XOR Complex 
In Fig. 7 we see how four diffused near neighbor outputs from the Top Splash Matrix and one permuting 
signal from the Random Controller diffuse, with one feedback bit into one cell of the Intermediate Store 
& XOR. At each clock cycle the output is a diffusion of eleven binary variables. The complex is 
composed of two subsystems: a MAJ/3XOR filter and the Store & XOR combiner. 

 
The MAJ/3XOR filter receives four inputs, in this example, from the Top Splash Matrix, and one of four 
EVNN signals from the Random Controller. The two "left hand" Splash Matrix variables (Hi-2,t and 
Hi-1,t) and the EVNN variable from the "Random Controller" are the input to the non-linear MAJ gate. 
The Hi,t  bit from the Splash Matrix,  its right hand near neighbor, Hi+1,t, and the output of the MAJ gate 
are combined in the 3XOR gate; to create the MAJ/3XOR filter 5 variable result.  
 
The Intermediate Store & XOR accepts three inputs, the two last MAJ/3XOR outputs and a 7 left rotated 
Lower Feedback bit. The previous (t-1), MAJ/3XOR output XORed to the feedback bit is saved from 
the last cycle in the memory buffer, to be output on the next clock cycle.  

 
The XOR of the Store & XOR, the right hand XOR gate, combines the present MAJ/3XOR filter output 
(a function of five variables) with the Intermediate Buffer's output (from the last clock cycle, a function 
of six variables) to generate an output bit comprising 11 diffused variables. Due to the Splash Matrix bit 
displacements, neighboring inputs to the MAJ and 3XOR are a changing mix of near neighbor variables.  

M
A
J

   
Fig. 7: The MAJ/3XOR Filter/ Store & XOR Complex 
 
The 9 diffused output bits output from the Register Bank emanating from one feedback bit affect (are 
functions of) an increasing number of variables as the logic bits "descend" and diffuse into new near 
neighbors at each level of the Data Churn. The ZK-Crypt II Cipher Mask output from the Data Churn is 
a function of an average of 26 last input feedback bits, (and never less than 20 feedback bits); i.e., the 
variance is a function of the Matrices' selected rule. The ZK-Crypt III feedback strategy achieves, in 
every case, slightly greater diffusion.  
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Conversely, we can be assured that in a Data Authentication mode, each output bit is a function of more 
than 19 bits of the last 32 bit input Message Word. Each bit leaves an immediate trace in the tiers of the 
Register Bank, in three Store & XOR memories, and in the Result Store. The affect of each MAC 
Message bit on the 61 variables of the Random Controller is typically less immediate, and far more 
illusive. The Top, Mid and Bottom Control Unit counters accept feedback on the average of about 1/12 
of the Primary Clocks. The affects on the Control Units' nLFSRs are difficult to assess, but more 
immediate.      
 

Ciphering and Data Authentication Procedures in the ZK-Crypts 
In the block diagrams of Fig. 8 we see the essential configurations for TRNG, Stream Ciphering and 
Data Authentication processes. The TRNG after initialization is a MAC mode process with a physical 
AIS 31 compatible Noise Source. The Stream Cipher initialization process is essentially a MAC mode 
process, wherein for ciphering to be error propagation immune, the ciphering process does not include 
the Message Word in its feedback. Maximum diffusion is achieved in Data Authentication wherein 
initialization, digesting of messages and tagging all benefit from MAC feedback (triple dense feedback 
in ZK-Crypt III). 
 
The following protocols for ciphering and data authentication advantageously use the direct 128 bit key 
loading sequence, and the MAC mode for additional key and/or IV diffusion into the ZK-Crypt engines. 
Effective diffusion of Secret Keys, IVs and Message Digests is enacted in the "MAC Feedback 
Scramble" process wherein the Cipher Mask output (Message In = 0) is directly recirculated back into 
the Register Bank and the Data Churn in MAC Feedback Mode. 
 
Cipher Protocol  
A compliant Block Flow State Diagram of the protocol can be found in Appendix C. 
For packet-synchronizing cipher protocol flow chart, see [zk-cc figs. 35 and 36]. 
 
Initialization: 
a) Enact a Global Reset of all ZK-Crypt variables. 
b) Load the first  4 32 Bit Key Words directly into engine variables: 

1st  Key Word –  Goes to the Random Controller's Splash Selector, Clock Generator, Control Units; 
2nd Key Word -  Goes to the Top Tier of  the Register Bank; 
3rd Key Word -   Goes to the Middle Tier of  the Register Bank; 
4th Key Word -   Goes to the Bottom Tier of  the Register Bank; 

  The first four 32 bit Key Words are Loaded.  
c) If  Key is extended length, set MAC Mode Configuration & Sample last Key Word in Message In; 
  The extended Key Word is diffused into the Feedback Store(s), 
d) Set MAC Mode Scramble Configuration (Message In = 0), do 32 Sample Clock Cycles; 
  Secret Key is MAC Feedback Scrambled into the Engine, 
e) In MAC Mode Configuration Load into and Sample from Message In port all n IV Words; 
  IV Words are partially diffused into the Engine. 
f) Set MAC Mode Scramble Configuration (Message In = 0), do 16 Sample Clock Cycles; 
  The Initial Running Key is MAC Feedback Scrambled into the Engine, 
g) Set Cipher Mode Feedback; 
  The ZK-Crypt is Initialized for Stream Ciphering. 
 
En/Decrypting m Message Words and one Tail Word: 
a) Set first Message Word in Message In port; 
b) Sample Message Word; 

Message Word is XORed to Cipher Mask and input into Result Store,  
     En/Decrypted first Message Word resides in Result Store. 
 
c) For i = 1 to m-1 cycles: 

Read Result Store output;  
Set next Message Word in Message In port; 

    Sample Message Word; 
             Message Word is XORed to Cipher Mask and input into Result Store, 
             En/Decrypted Message Word resides in Result Store. 
 
d) Read Last Result Word. 
 
e) Set Tail Word into Message In port; 
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Sample Tail Word; 
            Tail Word is XORed to Cipher Mask and input into Result Store, 
            En/Decrypted Tail Word resides in Result Store. 
 
f) Read Result (Tail) Word; 
           m Message Words and 1 Tail Word have been En/Decrypted. 
Finalization: 
Enact a Global Reset of all ZK-Crypt variables 
 
 
MAC Protocol 
A compliant Block Flow State Diagram of the protocol can be found in Appendix D. 
 
Initialization: 
a) Enact a Global Reset of all ZK-Crypt variables. 
b) Configure ZK-Crypt into MAC Mode Feedback 
c) Load the first  4 32 Bit Key Words directly into engine variables: 

1st  Key Word –  Goes to the Random Controller's Splash Selector, Clock Generator, Control Units; 
2nd Key Word -  Goes to the Top Tier of  the Register Bank; 
3rd Key Word -   Goes to the Middle Tier of  the Register Bank; 
4th Key Word -   Goes to the Bottom Tier of  the Register Bank; 

  The first four 32 bit Key Words are Loaded.  
d) If  Key is extended length, Sample last Key Word in Message In (MAC Mode); 
  The extended Key Word is Diffused into the Feedback Store(s), 
e) In MAC Mode Scramble Configuration (Message In = 0), do 32 Sample Clock Cycles; 
  Secret Key is MAC Feedback Scrambled into the Engine, 
  The ZK-Crypt is Initialized for Data Authentication. 
 
Message Digest- Feedback in MAC Mode- m Message Words and one Tail Word: 
a) Set first Message Word in Message In port; 
b) Sample Message Word; 

First Message Word is Diffused into the Feedback Store(s),  
  
c) For i = 1 to m-1 cycles: 
Set next Message Word in Message In port; 
Sample Message Word; 
 Feedback Store(s)' output is Diffused into Register Bank and Data Churn 
             Message Word is Diffused into the Feedback Store(s), 
 
e) Set Tail Word into Message In port; 
f) Sample Tail Word; 

Feedback Store(s)' output is Diffused into Register Bank and Data Churn 
             Tail Word is Diffused into the Feedback Store(s) 
 Message Digest is Diffused into the Engine 
 
g) In MAC Mode Scramble Configuration (Message In = 0), do 16 Sample Clock Cycles; 
  Message Digest is MAC Feedback Scrambled into the Engine, 
  The ZK-Crypt is Initialized for Data Authentication. 
 
Output MAC Tag- In MAC Mode Tag Output Configuration (Message In = 0) 
h) For i = 0 to MT; MAC Tag is MT + 1 Words Long 
Read Hi;  
 Outputs MT+1 Word Length Tag  
 
Finalization: 
g) Enact a Global Reset of all ZK-Crypt variables 
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Fig. 8: The ZK-Crypt's Basic Functions 
 
The ZK-Crypt Random Controller with the Deterministic Noise Source 
The ZK-Crypt Random Controller, Fig. 9, clocks and drives the permutations in the Register Bank; 
and regulates the matrix displacements and Majority function permutations in the Data Churn.  
 
The Random Controller is designed to be remotely and intermittently affected by the Register Bank 
and the Data Churn, such that sensing any permutation activity in either the 32 Bit Word 
Manipulator or the Random Controller would be difficult to correlate to, or leak knowledge of, the 
internal processed data.  
 
The Random Controller consists of: 

a) the Deterministic Noise Source which generates 3 binary signals affecting the other 
modules, and the (P)Random clock which drives the three Control Units; 
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b) the Top, Mid(dle) and Bot(tom) (TMB) Control Units, each of which generates 4 signals 
whose principal tasks are to remotely affect the configurations and permutations of the 
Register Bank and the Data Churn; 

c) the Activation, Permutation & Control Encoder, the AP&C Encoder, which is a buffered 
output block of random logic which translates the logic outputs of the TMB Control Units 
into all of the clocks and permutations which affect the Register Bank; and, 

d) the Splash Selector which regulates the displacement vectors in the Splash Matrices. 
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Fig. 9: The Random Controller Drives the 32 Bit Word Manipulator Functions 
 
The Deterministic Noise Source, aka the Noise Source, is a complex of nLFSRs, Store & XOR 
filters and random logic. The nLFSRs and the filters are clocked by the Host's Primary Clock, 
which is also the Sample command of the Data Churn and Result/Feedback Processor. The Noise 
Source outputs 3 unbiased signals and the (P)Random Clock. The (P)Random Clock drives the 
TMB Control Units, only. The (P)Random Clock, and all internal Tier clocks are synchronized to 
the Host's Primary Clock. The (P)Random Clock "passes on" an average of about 11/12 of the 
Primary Clocks; each of the AP&C Encoder generated TMB Tier Clocks replicates about 5/6 of the 
Primary Clocks.  
 
Each TMB Control Unit consists of an interacting Programmable Up-Counter and a different length 
nLFSR; 3, 5 and 6 celled respectively. At each (P)Random Clock, the nLFSR generates unbiased 
signals, which may or may not affect the up-counter and/or the AP&C Encoder. At count 15 the 

up-counter resets to a new start count (where 4 ≤ start count <15). The start count is determined by 
internal logic and feedback from the Register Bank. At count "15", each Control Unit counter trips, 
via the AP&C Encoder, to define a new configuration of TMB Tier Clocks, TMB Tier Image 
Controls; and activates Left or Right TMB Tier Slip signals. The TMB Control Units receive 8 
binary Feedback streams, emanating from the MS cells of the Random Bank nLFSRs, 2 logic bits 
from the Noise Source. These input bits to the Control Unit affect the start count of the 
Programmable Up-Counter and serve to generate Slip permutations to the Control Units' nLFSRs.  
 
The LS cell output of the Top Control Unit's Up-Counter serves as a debiasing signal, QTA, for the 
3 unbiased outputs of the Noise Source. The LS cell is toggled (complemented) at every 
(P)Random clock, except for the "after count 15" programmed start, when the LS bit may be set to 
either "0" or "1". This generates a stream of  toggled zeroes and ones, e.g., 0101, which on an 
average of  about one in ten Primary Clocks, will generate a double zero, e.g., ..101001010.., or a 
double one, e.g., 1010110101…, which when XORed to uncorrelated internal variables lowers bias.     
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The Top, Mid and Bot (TMB) Control signals are fed forward to the AP&C Encoder, which 
re-encodes the signals and: 

changes the Tier Image projection configurations at  Host generated clock cycles, Fig. 4;  
with a probability of 0.5 does not clock one of the TMB Tiers, e.g., the un-clocked Tier's 

nLFSRs (only) are static and the tier outputs previous stored data; and  
about once in four clocks generates a Left and/or a Right Slip signal to aberrate the left and/or 

the right hand TMB Tier's nLFSRs, Fig. 5. 
 
In the ZK-Crypts Cipher and Data Authentication modes, all driving clock signals (rising edge of a 
clock pulse) are either the Host's generated Primary Clock or are derivations thereof.  
 
The Host generates a clock pulse (the Primary Clock) that, at arbitrary instants, steps the ZK-Crypt 
Engine; e.g., typically processes a Message Word and outputs a Result. The Control Units in the 
Random Controller are clocked by the (P)Random Clock pulses generated by the Noise Source.  
 
How the Random Controller Drives the Register Bank: 
Except for L/R Slip signals in the ZK-Crypt II Super Tier; the Super Tier is not affected by the Random 
Controller. The Super Tier's nLFSRs are clocked at every Primary Clock, and the rotated Image is 
XORed to the outputs of the Super Tier's nLFSRs, at every clock. In the ZK-Crypt III, L/R Slip signals 
are not included in the nLFSR configuration. Our experience has shown that when the average 
frequency of Slip Pulses approaches one in 4 nLFSR's clock cycles, the nLFSR output statistics are 
noticeably degraded. The designers view the Super Tier as a randomizing mask of virtually every word 
variable in the Data Churn. The ZK-Crypt III Super Tier Cipher Feedback is a linear, XORed, function 
of four loosely correlated word variables, virtually assuring (and proved) that the output of the Super 
Tier has good statistics. Note that a linear derivation of the Super Tier's output appears in the input 
equation of every state of the Data Churn.  
 
The TMB Tiers are regulated by the following aberrations- 

Right and Left Hand nLFSR Slip Signals (see Fig. 5). On an average of about once in 4 Primary 
Clocks, a Slip pulse complements either or both the Left and Right hand nLFSRs' feedback in 
the TMB Tiers; such signals alter the normal linear LFSR stage sequence.  

Top, Middle and Bottom Brown (BRN) Image Select. See Figs. 3 & 7. The Brown Image Select 
activates the bit wise XOR sum of a tier's nLFSRs' outputs and its rotated Image. When a tier's 
Brown Image is not activated, the tier's output is the concatenated pair of nLFSRs' output, 
only; i.e., not affected by the Image.  

      The three Image Selects are never activated simultaneously. Randomly, one or two tiers' 
Images are selected at each clock cycle.  

The nLFSRs of each tier are clocked by the AP&C Encoder. At each Primary Clock, with a probability 
of slightly less than 0.5, one of the 3 TMB Tiers is not clocked.  
 
How the Random Controller Drives the Splash Matrices: 
At each Primary Clock, the Splash Matrix selector designates uniquely, in both the Top (see Fig. 6) and 

Bottom Splash Matrix, one of four displacement vectors. The valid vector choices are: 
                           AB, BC, CD, and DA, for the Top and Bottom Splash Matrices, respectively. 

 
How Binary Feedbacks from the 32 Bit Word Manipulator Affect the Random Controller:  
a) The Most Significant bits of all pairs of the Register Bank's nLFSRs are fed back to the Random 

Controller's Top, Middle and Bottom Control Units. See Figs.5 & 9 and [zk-ccc Figs. 13-15].  
b) The MS outputs from the Top Tier randomize the Middle Control Unit; the Middle Tier randomizes 

the Bottom Control Unit; and the Bottom Tier randomizes the Top Control Unit. The Super Tier 
(vers III), also randomizes the Top Control Unit. 

c)  Index bits 15 and 31 (TSPL-15 & 31) from the output of the Top Splash Matrix in Fig. 6 are fed back 
to the Splash Control Selector.  

 
A More Detailed Description of the Random Controller's Components: 
a) The Top, Middle and Bottom Control Units each consist of a unique nLFSR coupled to a 4 bit 

pseudo-random programmed  Up-Counter, not shown, see [zk-ccc Figs. 13-15]. 
.  The TMB Control Units output signals which affect AP&C Encoder outputs, see Fig. 9:  
                     relating to the Brown (BRN) Images (the Left Rotated Images of Fig. 4); 
                     relating to the R/L Slips of the TMB Tiers in the Register Bank, see Figs. 5 & 9; and,   
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                     relating to the internal configuration of the AP&C Encoder; and, 
              relating to 3 of the 4 EVNN toggles each of which uniquely affects 8 bits in each of 
                       the MAJ/XOR Filters of the 4 Rule Splash Combiners. 

        
b) The Deterministic "Noise Source" emits three highly unpredictable bit signals and the  
          (P)Random clock which activates the 3 Control Units in the Random Controller, see Fig. 9: 

the Juggle Splash Toggle which affects the Splash Selector; 
the 4th EVNN Toggle affects 8 bits in each 4 Rule Splash Combiner, Figs. 5 & 6;  
the (das- not shown) Slip Toggle affects the L/R Slip decision in the Control Units, 
and,  
the (P)Random Clock, Fig. 9, activates the TMB Control Units about 11/12th of 
the Primary Clock intervals. 

The "Noise Source" accepts the (P)Random Clock Slip to its nLFSR, and a debiasing toggle 
      (eliminates unbalanced "1"s and "0"s) from the Top Control Unit. 

c)  The AP&C Encoder accepts permutation signals from the TMB Control Units and re-encodes 
all of the clocking and permutation logic which is generated to the TMB Tiers, and also outputs 
3 of the four EVNN signals feeding the Top and Bottom Splash Combiner Filters.    

d) In the TRNG mode of operation, the Physical Random Noise Source is an autonomous source 
emitting the same nominal signals as b); which are simultaneously tested to be statistically 
random. It consists of a Random FM Oscillator, modulated by post processed internal signals. 
The post processor consists of a pseudo-random structure where internal signals sample 6 
random internal phase differentials [zk-ccc Fig. 4DC1-3]. 

 
Feedback Modes in the 32 Bit Word Manipulator: 
There are two strategies of word feedback in the ZK-Crypts, Cipher Mode and MAC mode. The MAC 
Mode feedback must be a function of the Cipher Mask and the Message Word in order to diffuse every 
bit of each Message as quickly as possible into the ZK-Crypt variables. The Cipher Mode feedback(s) 
are displacement transformed internal Data Churn word variables.  
 
Both Cipher and MAC Feedbacks are output (recirculated) to the four tiers of the Register Bank (not 
rotated) and to the Top Store & XOR and to the Intermediate Store & XOR (right rotated 13 bits and left 
rotated 7 bits, respectively), see Fig. 10.  
 
The Version III Super Tier-Dual Track Feedback enhancements add diffusion in both Cipher and 
MAC modes, and obviate false word reconciliation in Data Authentication. ZK-Crypt versions II & III 
strategy weaknesses and strengths are explained, and analyzed in Appendices A and B, respectively.  
 
ZK-Crypt II Cipher Feedback (see nomenclature in Fig. 10):   
      The ZK-Crypt II - Cipher Feedback word, LWC, is a non-linear logic function of 4 Data Churn 

          words, consisting of (at the i'th Cipher Mask generation step): 

TSXi = The output of the Top Store & XOR; 

TSFi = The output of the Top Splash Filter;  

ISXi = The output of the Intermediate Store & XOR;  

BSFi = The output of the Bottom Splash Filter; so that, 

   LWCi=(ISXi⊕BSFi)(TSXi)(TSFi). 

 

The Top and Intermediate Store & XORs are operative to receive the Lower Feedback data, LWCi, 

uniquely rotated, 13 bit right rotated and 7 bit left rotated respectively. The tiers of the Register 

Bank are operative to receive LWCi unrotated. LWCi is "sparse"; only an average of four "1"s.  

 
When MFBi=0, LWCi is the cipher feedback to the Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

LWCi is the Lower Cipher Feedback track (does not feed the Super Tier) in the ZK-Crypt III. 

 
ZK-Crypt II MAC Feedback 
The ZK-Crypt II - MAC Feedback word, LWMi, is the XORed sum of the Previous and Present Result, 

(at the i'th Cipher Mask generation step): 

NWRi = The Present Result Output  

                                    (the XORed sum of the present Cipher Mask and the Message Word); and,  

PVRi = The Previous Result Output  

                       (the XORed sum of the previous Cipher Mask and the Message Word); and,  
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   LWMi=(NWRi⊕PVRi)= (CIPi⊕MESi) ⊕ (CIPi-1⊕MESi-1); which outputs a dense feedback. 

 

When MFB=1, LWCi is the MAC Feedback to the Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

LWCi is the Lower Cipher Feedback track (does not feed the Super Tier) in the ZK-Crypt III. 
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Fig. 10: The ZK-Crypt Feedback Strategies   (ZK-Crypt III enhancements in gray) 
 
ZK-Crypt III Cipher and MAC Feedbacks 
Dual Track vers III feedbacks significantly enhances the Cipher and Data Authentication functions by: 

a) recirculating dense feedback in Cipher Mode without degrading random statistics, thereby 
increasing the cipher's crypto-complexity; 

b) recirculating to the Super Tier a (proved) linearly debiased feedback word, assuring that the 
Super Tier's output will effectively mask and debias the TMB Tier's non-linear combined 
output; 

c) virtually assuring that there can be no leakage of knowledge from the TMB Tiers; 
d) causing a linear debias of every XORed word equation "descending" each level of the Data 

Churn; 
e) assuring that any false bit or word in a MAC Message Word will cause uncontrollable 

aberrations in either the TMB Tiers and the Data Churn, or in the Super Tier, 
in addition to the impossibility of reconciling the falsified Previous Result, (as shown in the 
ZK-Crypt II); see Appendices A and B.  
 
Both components of the Super Tier's feedbacks are composed of Nibble Reversed transformations of 

permuted Data Churn words; e.g., a Nibble Reversal of bits ABCD is DCBA. The MMX transformation 

reverses all 8 nibbles without changing the positions of the Reversed Nibbles. The SMX transformation 

rotates the vector of Reversed Nibbles 8 bits to the right.  
 
ZK-Crypt III Cipher Feedback (see nomenclature in Fig. 10):   
In Cipher Mode, the Feedback to the Word Manipulator cannot be a function of the Message Word, 

therefore, see Fig. 10, the MAC MIX output, MMX, is set to zero, and the input to the Super Tier 

Feedback Store, SUP, is equal to SMX.  

 

The i'th Cipher Feedback to the Super Tier is therefore the SuperMIX transform on the outputs of the  

            Intermediate Store & XOR, ISXi, and the Bottom Splash Matrix Filter, BSFi- 

                 SUPi=fSMX[ISXi⊕BSFi] 

 

If we define the 32 word input bits to the SuperMIX, SMX, transformation-   
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                [ABCD EFGH JKLM NPQR STUV WXYZ abcd efgh]; 

 

then the SMX displacement transform, fSMX, as explained previously, with reversed and rotated nibbles- 

          fSMX[ABCD EFGH JKLM NPQR STUV WXYZ abcd efgh]; outputs the displacement- 

       SMX =[dcba hgfe DCBA HGFE MLKJ RQPN VUTS ZYXW].    

 
This dense feedback (an average of 16 "1"s in each feedback word) is an effective randomizing mask on 
the output of the Register Bank, see Fig. 3. 
 

In the ZK-Crypt III Cipher Mode, LWC, the Lower Cipher Word, shown previously in the ZK-Crypt II, 

is simultaneously recirculated into the TMB Tiers and the Data Churn: 

          LWCi=(ISXi⊕BSFi)(TSXi)(TSFi) as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
ZK-Crypt III MAC Feedback 
If we designate the 32 word input bits to the MAC MIX, MMX, transformation-   

                [ABCD EFGH JKLM NPQR STUV WXYZ abcd efgh]; 

 

then the MMX displacement transform, fMMX, as explained previously, with reversed nibbles- 

          fMMX[ABCD EFGH JKLM NPQR STUV WXYZ abcd efgh] outputs the displacement- 
         MMX =[DCBA HGFE MLKJ RQPN VUTS ZYXW dcba hgfe].   

 
The generated Result Word, NWRi, in both ciphering and data authentication is the XORed sum of the 

Message Word, MESi, and the Cipher Mask, CIPi. At every Primary Clock cycle, in all operations, the 

Result Word is sampled into the Result Store. Therefore, at the present clock cycle, the output of the 

Result Store, PVRi, is the NWRi-1 value; so that: 

    the Lower Feedback in the version III MAC Mode is composed of:  

 NWRi = CIPi⊕MESi; and PVRi= (CIPi-1⊕MESi-1);  
   

and the i'th Lower Feedback to be recirculated to the Data Churn and to the TMB Tiers: 

 LWMi=(NWRi⊕PVRi)= (CIPi⊕MESi) ⊕ (CIPi-1⊕MESi-1). 

 

Simultaneously, the Super Tier is fed the SMX, the Super Tier Cipher Feedback, XORed to the 

MMX nibble transformed Present Result (a function of the Message Word): 

 SUPi = fSMX[ISXi⊕BSFi]⊕fMMX[CIPi⊕MESi], analyzed in Appendix B.  

  

Therefore, if MFBi=1, the two tracks of  generated ZK-Crypt III feedback at step i where: 

  LWMi=(NWRi⊕PVRi)= (CIPi⊕MESi) ⊕ (CIPi-1⊕MESi-1) 

      is the MAC feedback directed to the TMB Tiers and the Data Churn, and, 

    SUPi = fSMX[ISXi⊕BSFi]⊕fMMX[CIPi⊕MESi]  

             is the MAC feedback which is input into the Super Tier. 

 
In Appendix A, we show how to adapt the classic message modification attack to the ZK-Crypt 
Data Authentication algorithms.  
 
The generic attack might be stated thus: 
    Flip one or more bits in the i'th Message Word which the adversary estimates may cause 
minimum false diffusion of bit variables in the MAC Engine. Then at a subsequent i+x'th Message 
Word, typically x =1, flip corresponding bits, that may reconcile all of the "falsified" bits in the 
MAC Engine affected by the i'th Message Word. In a very successful attack, typically, subsequent 
feedback to the engine would be true feedback generated by the original Message Words. In a more 
contrived attack, the adversary would generate a series of Message Words that could reconcile all 
variables of the MAC device to a valid condition, prior to a defined tail word.  
 
In Appendix A we prove that the classic attack of insertion of a false Message word into a Data 
Authentication sequence causing a short term reconciliation of the ZK-Crypt II variables cannot 
lead to a valid tag value. We do show that a string of Message Words based on the knowledge of 
the true (Lower) MAC Feedback, see Fig. 10, can be contrived to reconcile the Register Bank and 
Data Churn, in some instances, but cannot also reconcile the Result Register, and cannot also 
generate a valid Tag.  
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In Appendix B we explain the advantages of the ZK-Crypt's Dual Track feedback enhancements, 
and offer a stronger proof of the intractability of insertion of a false word into the ZK-Crypt III, for 
even a short term reconciliation of the Register Bank. We prove that there cannot be a sequence of 
false Results generating valid Lower Feedback that can reconcile the Register Bank, as in the 
ZK-Crypt II. 
 
 

The ZK-Crypts - Vital Statistics 
Size- Full implementation of the ZK-Crypt includes a Finite State Machine, FSM, which allows simple 

or direct memory access activation– the ZK-Crypts have over 415 flip-flops, almost all of 
which are used in all three functions. The ZK-Crypt III has a total gate count of about 8200 
gates; 2 input NAND gate equivalents; a few hundred gates more than ZK-Crypt II. Note that 
the Keys and the IVs are Loaded by the Host directly into the Running Key.  

Quick One-Time Loading of Keys and IV Initialization- The first 4 32 bit key words are loaded 
directly into ZK-Crypt variables. Subsequent key words, intermediary scrambles and IVs are 
"digested" in MAC mode. See Appendix D.  

Pipe Lined Throughput at Standard Single Step Operations- One 32 bit word processed (RNG, 
Stream Cipher or Message Digest) every clock (machine cycle) typically- 3.2 GBits/Sec 
at 100 MHz Primary Clock Speed.. 

Binary Variables- ZK-Crypt III MAC mode has 404 binary variables, of which 60 are in the Random 
Controller, and 344 are in the 32 Bit Word Manipulator and the Result/Feedback Processor.  

Divide and Conquer Attributes- The Random Controller has 60 binary variables, and receives 10 
binary feedbacks from the 32 Bit Word Manipulator. The 32 Bit Word Manipulator and 
Result/Feedback Processor in Stream Cipher Mode utilizes 320 binary variables, and receives 
11 permutation logic signals from the Random Controller. The ZK-Crypt II Word Manipulator 
and Result/Feedback Processor utilize 288 variables. 

DieHard and Repeated Word Statistics- The Repeated Word results are in the same Poisson range as 
the Linux, and RD5 RNGs. The DieHard results are also highest quality. XORing a 32 bit 
Result i with the i+7'th Result generates Repeated Word results which are slightly better than 
the standard ZK-Crypt, Linux or RD5; e.g., between 10 and 20 less repeated words in a 10M 
word test. 

  
Comparing ZK-Crypt to AES (in Hardware) 
The ZK-Crypt is more compact, and has less than one sixth of the gate count of an excellent well 
thought out full scale AES design [zk-vs AES]. When pipelined, this fast AES block cipher outputs 16 
bytes in 10 cycles, whereas the ZK-Crypt Stream Cipher outputs 4 bytes in one machine cycle; two and 
one-half times faster, with less than 1/40'th of the energy expended per en/decrypted bit.  
 
For low power applications, battery and mobile applications, where total energy consumption per word 
processed is important, a more straightforward benchmark would be Megabit/(mWatt•second). Here 
with the 0.09µ technology, at 1.8 volts, we anticipate 2,900 [MBit/mWatt •Sec] against AES with about 
13 [MBit/mWatt Sec] or A/51 with about 273 [MBit/mWatt Sec]. 
 
The ZK-Crypt is inherently resistant to known first and second order differential power analysis, 
DPA, attacks, as there is no formal input/output structure like an S Box.  
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Appendix A: A Precluded Fraudulent Data Authentication Attack - Single Track ZK-Crypt II. 

 
A (Repulsed) Attack Regime in the Data Authentication Function 
The classic attack on a MAC algorithm is simple. Flip bits in a Message in one clocked cycle and then in 
a subsequent clock cycle flip the same index bit – it can happen that the second flipped bit will reconcile 
the falsified bit; without leaving a trace in any of the engine variables. Attacking the ZK-Crypt is more 
complicated, as the attacker is shooting at a moving target; the clocked tiers in the register bank that are 
falsified, right shift one cell at every clock. If the attacker complements bit(s) in a shift register, she must 
reconcile the bit(s) a cycle (or a small number of cycles) later in the new shifted position.  
 
An attack of this type on the ZK-Crypt is successful if all three of the following conditions can be met: 

a) (one) falsified bit(s) complemented Message Word can be inserted followed by a second 
reconciliation (falsified bits tailored to new position re-complemented) Message Word in a way 
that a following sequence of Messages can be contrived that will reconciliate all falsified bits in 
the device, thereby assuring that a true tag can be generated. 

b) the adversary can choose a likely candidate Message Word to falsify and subsequently generate 
an auspicious word containing only bits that will not cause subsequent propagation of false 
signals into the Random Controller, or leave traces (irreconcilable falsified bits) in the Register 
Bank, the Data Churn or the Result/Feedback Processor. 

c) after generation of the first falsifying/reconciling Message Word pair (or short sequence), 
subsequent Message Words can be generated which cause valid feedback (the same feedback 
sequence generated in the original Message string digest) to first reconcile and then maintain 
components that normally retain "historical evidence of false words" (the Store & XORs) in a 
valid condition, so that at the end of the Message Word string digest the binary variables will be 
in the true unextended condition and can generate a true Tag. 

 
The attacker has the best chance of success, if she reconciles the falsified bit(s) on the immediately 
following clock cycle. For example, assume that she has falsified the LS bits in the Register Bank, and 
she waited 16 cycles to insert a reconciling word. On the 12th cycle the falsified bit would have 
corrupted the Top Left nLFSR as the moving false bit corrupted the MS nLFSR feedback bit; on the 
14th cycle it would have corrupted the Bottom Left nLFSR; and on the 15th cycle it would have 
corrupted the Left Super Tier nLFSR. It is also mandatory that the corrupted tiers shift together for the 
reconciliation bit to be able to recomplement all falsified bits. The same tiers rarely rotate together for 
more than 5 consecutive Primary Clock cycles. 
 
Most Message Words are valid candidates to enable two step falsifying and rectification of the Register 
Bank without affecting the Random Controller in the ZK-Crypt II. In the two step sequence, up to 28 
bits of candidate words can be falsified without complementing the MS (internal feedback bits) of the 
Register Bank nLFSRs. Many combinations of the 27 or 28 candidate bits may cause irreconcilable 
disruption of the Splash Selector sequence. In this analysis, we assume that the adversary has chosen a 
most auspicious word that will corrupt the Register Bank, the Data Churn and the Result Store, on the 
first cycle, and reconcile the Register Bank on the next cycle. (We want to prove, later, that even if she 
"guessed" the best of all possible words, the attack will not work.)  
 
The ZK-Crypt II feedback tracks are linear. In MAC mode, a complemented bit in a valid Message 
Word complements the same indexed bit in the clocked tiers of the Register Bank two clock cycles later. 
(Flipped Message Word bits are inserted into the Feedback Store, on the next clock. Two clocks later the 
flipped bits affect the Register Bank and the Data Churn.) Only tiers that are clocked are affected by 
feedback. For simplicity we assume that all four Tiers are clocked together. If the i'th bit is 
complemented, at the next clock the i'th bit is shifted into the i+1'th cell(s). As the complemented bit is 
shifted into the i+1'th cell, it can simultaneously be re-complemented by a false complemented feedback 
bit in the next clock cycle. In this most efficient method, the second false reconciling Message Word 
reconciles the Register Bank immediately.  
 

In Fig. Appx-1 we show the process of falsifying and reconciling a single moving bit. T denotes true 

binary values, and symbol FFFF signifies false bit values.      
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Fig. Appx-1: Reconciling the Falsely Complemented Register Bank 
 

At clock interval j+1, the i'th bit of the superimposing feedback word is FFFF, false, ready to be XOR 

summed with the i-1'th true, T, bits in the tiers' shift registers so that at the j+2'th clock cycle the i'th 

bit of the four tiers will be FFFF. We assume for simplicity that all tiers are clocked (will shift together and 

accept the superimposed feedback bits) simultaneously. The only constraint is that false Message 
feedback bits are generated to the same combination of clocked (shifting) TMB Tiers. 
 

At clock interval j+2, the i+1'th bit of the superimposing feedback word is FFFF, false, ready to be XOR 

summed with the i'th false, FFFF , bit in the tiers' shift registers so that at the j+3'th clock cycle the i+1'th 

bit of the four tiers will be T. Recall that  FFFF ⊕    FFFF  = T. 

  
Up to 28 bits may be complemented and reconciled in a Message, under auspicious circumstances, e.g., 
if the MS bit of a feedback shift register, an nLFSR, is complemented; it uniquely falsifies one nLFSR 
in the Register Bank in a way that defies reconciliation. If the MS bit of all tiers is complemented, four 
nLFSRs will be uniquely falsified; and all four uniquely falsified nLFSRs must be reconciled in a 
subsequent clock cycle. As all falsified feedback words can not be simultaneously reconciled, the 
attack fails. 
  

In Fig. Appx-2, MAC feedback, LFBj, generated at cycle j affects the j+2'th output of RBC, the output 

of the Register Bank Combiner. Single complemented feedback bits complement two to four bits in the 
RBC output, because of the XORed projected Images of the tiers.    

 
A single complemented feedback bit in the Data Churn, as it descends down, diffuses with other bits and 
appears in the binary equations of between 20 and 28 bits of the Cipher Mask [zk-ccc Appx A] at the 
next clock.  
 

At the j+1'th clock, if there are any false bits in a Register Bank nLFSRs, with a very high level of 

probability the RBC output will be false. This is an assumption, which has no effect on the ultimate 

success or failure of the attack. At the j+2'th and subsequent clocks, if the Register Bank is true, and the 

Random Controller is not corrupted, the RBC word is deterministically true.  If at any x'th clock the 

generated feedback is false, at the x+2'th clock, the Top, Intermediate and Bottom Store & XORs 

outputs, TSX, ISX, and CIP are, in all probability, false. This is another assumption, which has no 

effect on the success or failure of the attack. We know that a first falsifying word leaves a trace in at 
least three nLFSRs, and in at least two of the three Data Churn Stores & XORs. This knowledge has no 
effect on the success or failure of the attack. We know that the Result Store is deterministically 
corrupted when a Previous Result is false. We will prove that if valid feedback is generated after 
insertion of a first false Message Word or Words in the sequence, subsequent Result Store values cannot 
be reconciled. 
 

The Bottom Store & XOR output is the Cipher Mask, CIP, in the Result/Feedback Processor.  

 

As we will show that the adversary can generate true feedback from the j+2'th clock onward, and that if 

the adversary has initiated the attack with auspicious false Message Words, we can assume that the 
Random Controller will generate true clock and permutation signals for the duration of the attack. Now, 
we can rightfully assume that the attack only affects the Data Churn, Register Bank and the 
Result/Feedback Processor, and that the Adversary's only device for implementing the attack is insertion 
of false Message Words in the sequence.    
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Aberrations from the j+1'th clocked Message Word, MESj, appear in the outputs of the j+3 Cipher 

Mask, CIP2. (One clock delay waiting to be clocked into the Feedback Store- a second one clock delay 

waiting to be clocked into the tiers.) 
 
If the adversary chose a word that caused an original false feedback from the Top Splash Displacement 
Matrix' filter; the Splash Selector, at a given clock cycle, may, with a less than 0.5 probability be in a 
valid state, and the attack process may succeed to proceed to the next step, or may not be in a valid state 
and the attack process will return to a previous state. In most instances, the Register Bank will be in a 
true state, and the attack process may continue. If the attack cannot continue, the attack has failed, and 
needs no further proof. We will always allow the attack to continue until we can prove that the attack is 
futile, and can subsequently prove that a valid Tag value cannot be generated with any reasonable 
chance of success.    
  

In MAC mode the CIPHER/MAC MUX, outputs the MAC feedback on LFB. A MAC feedback on cycle 

x, LFBx, is the XORed sum of the Present Result, NWRx and the stored Previous Result, PVRx.  

LFBx = NWRx  ⊕  PVRx =  CIPx ⊕ MESx ⊕  CIPx-1⊕ MESx-1. 
          Generated FB                 Present Result NWR   Previous Result PVR  

 

Each Result is the XORed sum of the Cipher Mask and the Message Word. An adversary has one degree 

of freedom, the "Present" Message Word. He can change the MESx word to reconcile the LFBx feedback 

to a known value, compensating for any aberrations in any of the other three words.  
 
An Attempted Fraudulent Message Word Attack on the ZK-Crypt II:  
In the following section we outline a Message modification attack, where the MAC adversary must input 

a series of false Message Words, MESj+x, according to the following equation, to be compliant with the 

classic attack.  

MESj+x =  CIPj+x ⊕ LFBj+x ⊕  CIPj+x-1⊕ MESj+x-1 where j>2, x≥0 and LFBj+x is known or 

successfully guessed. 

 

We show how the Message Words serve to contrive the LFB feedback words. In all cases the feedback 

is a fixed value. The first two feedback words falsify and reconciliate, and all following feedback words 
must be the original true feedback word, in order to sustain the Register Bank in a valid state. In each 
case, one or a combination of more than one of the variables is provably invalid. In all cases, a Message 
Word can compensate, in order to generate valid feedback.  
 

 
Fig. Appx-2: The ZK-Crypt II Feedback Strategy   (ZK-Crypt III enhancements in light gray) 
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Start– All is well– the Engine is in a valid state– The Register Bank BNKj is true, therefore RBCi is true. 

Top Store out TSXj is true; Intermediate Store output ISXi is true; Bottom Store output, CIPj, is true. 

The Message Word = MESj is true; the Present Result = NWRj is true;  

     the Previous Result = PRVi is true; the generated & Stored Feedback LFBj=LWMj and 

     LFBDj are true original "historic" values.  

 
We denote- 

1) All false or most probably false variable words are designated in Bold, e.g., CIPj+1. We 

underline provably false variables, e.g., MESj+1. 

2) Often we cannot prove that a single word variable is false (or true), but we can prove that the 

expression is false, where we underline the expression, e.g.,  CIPx⊕ MESx. 

 
Step I – The Adversary contrives an auspicious falsifying Message Word, MESj+1, wherein between 

   1 and 28 bits have been auspiciously complemented as described above. 
       The generated feedback is false- 

LFBj+1 = CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1⊕CIPj⊕ MESj, and the other relevant variables- 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

LFBDj+1,BNKj+1, RBCj+1, TSXj+1, ISXj+1; CIPj+1 are true. 

The first false feedback is "waiting to" be stored  in Feedback Store LFBD.  

 
Step II – The adversary calculates a second reconciling Message Word, MESj+2 that generates Feedback 

to complement the one-bit-rotated to the right fraudulent bits that will be in the Register Bank, two 
clocks hence.  

  The reconciliation word will rectify the Register Bank (true state)-in another 2 steps. See Fig. Appx-1. 
   The generated feedback- 

LFBj+2 = CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2⊕CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1 is false other relevant variables- 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

We know from Fig. Appx-1 that LFBj+2 is false, if it must rectify false bits from  MESj+1. 

We know that at least one false bit in MESj+2 reconciles the left most false bit in PRVj+1 and one 

right most bit MESj+2 is necessary to complement the new false rightmost position bit the Register 

Bank. (See examples in Appendix B showing generation of Message Words that satisfy LWM1-) 

 LWMi=(NWRi⊕PVRi)= (CIPi⊕MESi) ⊕ (CIPi-1⊕MESi-1). 

BNKj+2, RBCj+2, TSXj+2, ISXj+2; CIPj+2 are still true; and, 

LFBDj+2 is false as LFBj+1 was false. 

LFBDj+2 is "waiting" to falsely complement the Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

LFBj+2 is "waiting" to follow LFBDj+2 to reconcile the Register Bank to a true value. 

 

Step III – In the following steps a MAC adversary must guess words (MESes) that will compensate for 

a false Previous Result and/or a false Cipher Mask. 
In this step, LFBDj+2 is XORed into the BNK and Data Churn, thereby corrupting-  

BNKj+3, RBCj+3, TSXj+3, ISXj+3, & CIPj+3  -  (TSXj+3 and ISXj+3 were corrupted   

by  LFBDj+2 ). 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+3 = (CIPj+3⊕ MESj+3)⊕(CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2) is true.  
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

Actually, we proved that the Previous Result was false, therefore the Present Result must be 
false. In which case either CIPj+3 or  MESj+3 is false or both are false.   

   LFBDj+3 is false as LFBj+2 was false.  

LFBDj+3 is "waiting" to reconcile the variables in the Register Bank to a true state.  

LFBj+3 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to "sustain" the Register Bank in a true state. 

 
Step IV – In this step, reconciling feedback is XORed into the Register Bank, thereby recovering all 

Register Bank variables into a true state. The reconciling feedback further corrupts the Data Churn. 
The Register Bank Combiner is now true. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating 
words to generate "historic" original Feedback. The Combiner output is "waiting" to help reconcile 
the Top Store & XOR's memory. There is an increasingly lower probability of reconciliation if this 
step is delayed. The longest delay possible is 12 clock cycles; else one (moving) false bit will 
corrupt one nLFSR MS bit.    
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Steps III & IV can theoretically be a multi-step process that can be repeated, as described in the text.   
 TSXj+4, ISXj+4, & CIPj+4 are still false, with a probability asymptotally approaching one. 

 BNKj+4, RBCj+4 are now true. 

 
The generated feedback- 

LFBj+4 = (CIPj+4⊕ MESj+4) ⊕ (CIPj+3 ⊕ MESj+3). is "once" again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result             Previous Result  

             the Message Word MESj+4 probably compensates three false variables. 

We proved that the Previous Result was false, therefore the Present Result must be false. In 
which case either CIPj+4 or  MESj+4 is false or both are false.   

   LFBDj+4 is true as LFBj+3 was true.  

LFBDj+4 is "waiting" to sustain the variables in the Register Bank in a true state.  

LFBj+4 is also "waiting" with true Feedback to sustain the Register Bank in a true state. 

True RBCj+4, and true feedback are waiting to reconcile the Top Store & XOR. 

 
Step V – In this step true sustaining feedback is XORed into the Register Bank. The true feedback will 

not adversely affect the corrupted variables in the Data Churn. True feedback and true RBC XORed 

into the Top Store & XOR cause TSX to be true. ISXj+5 and CIPj+5 states remain false with a 

probability of close to one. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating words to 
generate "historic" true original Feedback. The Combiner output is "waiting" to help reconcile the 
Intermediate Store & XOR's memory.  

 ISXj+5 & CIPj+5 are still false with a probability of close to 1. 

 BNKj+5,RBCj+5, & TSXj+5 are now provably true. 

 
The generated feedback- 

LFBj+5 = (CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5) ⊕(CIPj+4 ⊕ MESj+4). The feedback LFB is again true.  
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

                 The Message Word  again with a probability close to 1 compensates three false variables. 
We proved that the Previous Result was false and we define the feedback as true, therefore the 
Present Result must be false. In which case either CIPj+5 or  MESj+5 is false or both are false.   

   LFBDj+5 is true as LFBj+4 was true.  

LFBDj+5 is "waiting" to sustain the variables in the Register Bank in a true state.  

LFBj+5 is also "waiting" with true Feedback to sustain the Register Bank in a true state. 

  

Step VI – If the j+6'th Splash Select is false, Step VI will fail. (We assume a poorly chosen  

                     falsifying Message Word.) 
 

In this step true sustaining feedback is again XORed into the Register Bank. The true feedback will 

not adversely affect the Data Churn. True feedback and true RBC & TSX are XORed into the 

Intermediate Store & XOR, such that the ISX is now true. The CIPj+6 state is still probably false 

with a probability of close to 1. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating words to 
generate "historic" true original Feedback. The RBC output is "waiting" to help reconcile the CIP.  

 CIPj+6 is still false with a probability of close to 1. 

 BNKj+6,RBCj+6, TSXj+6 & ISXj+6 are now true. 

 
The generated feedback- 

LFBj+6 = (CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6) ⊕ (CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5) is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

the Message Word  again probably compensates three false variables. 
We proved that the Previous Result was false, therefore the Present Result must be false. In which 
case either CIPj+6 or  MESj+6 is false or both are false.   

LFBDj+6 is true as LFBj+5 was true.  

LFBDj+6 is "waiting" to sustain the variables in the BNK in a true state.  

LFBj+6  is also "waiting" with true feedback to continue sustaining the BNK in a true state. 

 
Step VII – In this step true sustaining feedback is again XORed into the Register Bank. The true 

feedback will not adversely affect the Data Churn. True feedback and true RBC,TSX &ISX are 

XORed into the Bottom Store & XOR, such that the CIPj+7's state is now true. The adversary has 

probably had to guess four compensating Message Words, and has been able to reconcile both the 
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Register Bank and the Data Churn. This step removes all traces of a falsified Cipher Mask in the 

contrived true LFB feedback equation. 

 BNKj+7,RBCj+7, TSXj+7, ISXj+7, & CIPj+7 are all true. 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+7 = CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7 ⊕ (CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6)is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

as the Cipher Mask is true, and the Previous Result is false, the new Message Word MESj+7 is 

provably false, if we are to sustain the Register Bank and Data Churn in a true state.   
   LFBDj+7 is true as LFBj+6 was true.  

 
Step VIII – Now - 

 BNKj+8,RBCj+8, TSXj+8, ISXj+8 & CIPj+8 are all true. 

 
The generated feedback- 

LFBj+8 = CIPj+8 ⊕ MESj+8 ⊕  CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7 is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result         Previous Result  

 

We assume that the adversary could continue guessing the illusive Message Word that would generate 
valid feedback. The Register Bank would be true, and the present and previous Cipher Masks would be 

true; e.g., CIPj+x and CIPj+x-1 would be true, x>8.  

 
All equations, after Step VIII would have the same form: 

 LFBj+x = CIPj+x ⊕ MESj+x ⊕  CIPj+x-1 ⊕ MESj+x-1 where x > 8. 
 Generated Feedback   Present Result           Previous Result  

 
Note that if the j+8'th Message Word, MESj+8,were true (the real original j+8'th Message Word), then 

MESj+7 would also have to have been true, and each Previous Result up to the j+2'th Previous Result 

would have had to be true. As we defined the j+1'th Message and Result to be false, we prove that from 
Step VII, all Message Words must be false to sustain the Register Bank and Data Churn in a valid state.  
 
Said differently, we have proved that an adversary can reconciliate the Register Bank and the Data 
Churn. From Step IV to Step VII, we can only prove that the Previous Result is false. From Step VII, we 
prove that both the Previous Result and the Message Word are false, if we are to sustain the Register 
Bank in a true state.  
 
The T'th Message Word should be a meaningful Tail not a random MEST, necessary to compensate for 

false  MEST-1. 

LFBT = CIPT ⊕ MEST ⊕  CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1 where T > j+7. 
Generated Feedback   Present Result      Previous Result  

 
A true Tail word would obviously have generated:  

LFBT = CIPT ⊕ MEST ⊕  CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1, a false feedback; 

Remember, the feedback corrupts the Word Manipulator 2 clock cycles later. Therefore this would 
corrupt the third and subsequent MAC Feedback Scramble states and all subsequent Tag states of 
the Register Bank, Data Churn and Previous Result.  

 

 

In the tag process (see Appendix C) all Messages Words after the T'th word are, by definition, "all 
zeroes".  The adversary has no degree of freedom.  
 
The first MAC Feedback Scramble for a provably false Tail Word is false- 

LFBT+1 = CIPT+1 ⊕ [00...0] ⊕  CIPT-1 ⊕  MEST =  CIPT+1     ⊕  PRVT, 
Generated Feedback       Present Result          Previous Result      Present Result     Previous Result 

because the Tail word was false; 
 

but the second MAC Feedback Scramble will be true, as false feedback corrupts two cycles later- 

LFBT+2 = CIPT+2         ⊕    CIPT+1. 
Generated Feedback       Present Result          Previous Result      

          now LFBDT+2 =  LFBT+1 is false, 
                

the third MAC Feedback Scramble feedback is false, as LFBT+1 is inserted into BNKT+3,  

                          corrupting RBCT+2 and the Data Churn-   

LFBT+3 = CIPT+3     ⊕  CIPT+2. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result   Previous Result          
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at this stage, BNKT+4 remains false as true LFBT+2 feedback cannot reconcile a false Register Bank. 

 
 
 
Conclusion:  
This repulsed attack shows a weakness in MAC mode ZK-Crypt II, despite the fact that the attack 
cannot succeed. 
 
The classic fraudulent Message Word attack, as defined in the preamble of Appendix A, where the 
Register Bank and Data Churn are reconciled to a valid state for a short number of cycles does not 
succeed. 
 
It is possible to sustain the Register Bank and the Data Churn in a true state during a Message 
Digest process with contrived Message Words. We consider this a weakness. 
 
In Steps I & II and from Step VII of the attack, all inserted Message Words are provably false. 
 
If the Register Bank is sustained in a true sequence following a false Message Word, the Register 
Store cannot be reconciled, and a valid Tag cannot be generated.
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Appendix B: Dual Track Transformations- Repulsing Fraudulent Data Authentication Attacks. 
 
As was shown in Appendix A, in the ZK-Crypt II using a classic Data Authentication attack method, an 
adversary can find a sequence of Message Words that can start with the insertion a first false Message 
Word, and subsequently not leave any trace of falsification of the subsequent states of the Random 
Controller, the Register Bank, or the Data Churn. Here we prove that by generating two very different 
feedbacks, each affecting uncorrelated pseudo-random sequences, we obviate finding a sequence of 
Message Words that can insert a first false Message Word and can provably not leave any trace of 
falsification in the subsequent states of the Random Controller, the Register Bank, or the Data Churn. 
We say that the ZK-Crypt III is "more immune" to the classical attack and also has increased estimated 
crypto-complexity.  
 
Dense linear feedback degrades random statistics. In the ZK-Crypt II Cipher Mode, we were only able to 
recirculate sparse feedback (an average of four "1"s).  
 
With the dense SuperMIX transformed feedback to the Super Tier in the Register Bank, we believe that 
we have solved the dense feedback anomaly.  
 
The MAC MIX Reverse Nibble Displacement Transformation 
The MAC MIX transformation in Fig. Appx-3 is efficient in multi-metal layer silicon (standard in 
security and microcontroller chips), and not difficult to implement in firmware [zk-ccc Fig. 34MMX]. 
Each nibble (a half byte) is reversed (close linked without long metal link propagation delays). The input 
to the MAC MIX in the ZK-III is the Present Result, simply the Message Word XORed to the Cipher 
Mask.   

 
Fig. Appx-3: MAC MIX Nibble Displacement. 
  
Example 1– Two Tracks with the Same Two Cycle TMB Tiers Reconciling Input 
The top two vectors of Fig. Appx-4 show how four fraudulent Lower Feedback bits at the first clock 
cycle are reconciled to a true value in the second clock cycle, as happened in the TMB tiers. If the same 
four complemented bits were input into the MAC MIX filter, we would see the output as depicted in the 
bottom two vectors. Four original false bits would "leave" 8 unreconciled bits in the Super Tier. 
 

Here, Message Word MESi-2 (Lower Feedback, LFBDi-1) index bits 4, 9, 19 and 26 are complemented, 

causing the complementations E', K', V' and c' This complements bits 4, 9, 19 and 26 in the TMB 

Tiers, and bits 7, 10, 16 and 25 in the Super Tier. In the next clock the complemented LFBDi feedback 

index bits 5, 10, 20 and 27 complement (and reconcile) the complemented bits, E'E'E'E', KKKK', VVVV  '''' and c'c'c'c' as they 

move into the 5th, 10th, 20th and 27th cells of the TMB Tiers. 
 
Simultaneously, if the MAC MIX displacement filter had received the same input in the second clock 
cycle, complemented index bits 5, 10, 20 and 26  would be displaced to the 6th, 9th, 23rd and 24th cells 
of the MAC MIX output. In addition, the MAC MIX complemented index bits from the first clock 7, 10, 
16 and 25 shift to index positions 8, 11, 17 and 26 on the second clock. A total of 8 bits in the Super Tier 
would be complemented by 4 fraudulent bits that were reconciled in the TMB Tiers. 
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Fig. Appx-4: Complemented Bits Input into the MAC MIX Filter and the Lower FB Store 
 
Example 2 – The Two Tracks with the Real Two Cycle Reconciling Input 
Note, however, that the complemented 4, 9, 19 and 26 index bits from the Message Word, NWR, of the 

first false cycle are stored in the Result Store, to be output, PVR, at the second reconciling cycle. 

(See Fig. Appx-6). The Previous Result, PVR and the second fraudulent reconciling Message Word are 

XOR summed to produce the reconciling Lower Feedback (the second falsified feedback word). The 
Adversary knows that the reconciling TMB Tier Lower Feedback bits are the first false bits shifted one 
bit to the right (the first false D-Word vector divided by 2 where the LS bit is by definition true).    
 
As in Appendix A-  

1) All false or most probably false variable words are designated in Bold, e.g., CIPj+1. We 

underline provably false variables, e.g., MESj+1. 

2) Often we cannot prove that a single word variable is false (or true), but we can prove that the 

composite expression is false, where we underline the expression, e.g.,  CIPx⊕ MESx. 

3) We deal with "false value vectors" where "1"s designate false bits and "0"s signify the true 
original bits. 

 
For the first two cycle feedbacks, only generated false bits emanate from the first two false Message 

Words, as all 32 Bit Word Manipulator variables are in a true state, for the 0'th and 1'st cycles. 

Remember from Appendix A, a Result false vector of a present Message Word 

(Cipher Mask ⊕ Message Word), is "XORed into" a tier after two cycles; i.e., one cycle to load into a 
Feedback Store, a second cycle to XOR into TMB Tiers. 
   
Explicitly, these are the only false value vectors that can falsify and rectify the TMB Tiers: (Fig. 
Appx-6) 
I   MES0=NWR0=LFB0; as the Cipher Mask, CIP and Previous NWR, (PVR), are true, where the 

                        Message Word, MES0, is an "auspicious" false word that defines a unique subsequent 

                        rectifying word, which returns the TMB Tiers to a true state. There are many such 
                        auspicious words.    
  

 II  LFB1=LFB0 ⊕ MES1; from I, the Lower Feedback false value vector, LFB0≡MES0 and 

                          as the Cipher Mask, CIP1 is still true, MES1 is the second Present Result false vector,     

 

 III LFB1=LFB0/2=MES0/2; the single valued second false LFB vector is a right shift of the 

                         first Lower Feedback vector; else first false shifted bits cannot be re-complemented, 
                         e.g., made true. Note that the left hand bits in all TMB Tiers are true, because the MS              
                         bits of all nLFSRs in the previous cycle were true; as the auspicious first false word was 
                         chosen so as not to complement MS bits of the nLFSRs. 
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IV  LBF1=MES0/2=MES0 ⊕ MES1; we have proved that (MES0/2) is the only possible reconciling 

feedback word, in II & II; and we proved that MES0 ⊕ MES1 represents the false value i'th 

Lower Feedback vector as CIP0 and CIP1 are both true, as the LBF feedback is active, XORed 

into the TMB Tiers, 2 clocks later.                       

 

V   MES1=NWR1 ≠ LFB1; as the Result Store outputs the false MES0, and from equation II, as 

         addition and subtraction are identical in modulo 2 arithmetic- 
 

VI   MES1=LFB0 ⊕ LFB1 = MES0 ⊕  MES0/2; the false bits in the contrived  Message Word. 

 
The falsified and reconciled results: 
    TMB0 = LFB0 = MES0; TMB0, the first false value superimposed into the TMB Tiers-  

    

      where the false right shift value that is moving into the TMB registers - TMB0/2 = TMB1  

    TMB1 ⊕  LFB1 = MES0/2 ⊕ LFB1 = LFB1 ⊕ LFB1 = 0 (Reconciled)     

 

       

Following the above equations where the false index bits of Fig. Appx-4, are 4, 9, 19 and 26:  
I  (0000 1000 0100 0000 0001 0000 0010 0000); MES0 = LFB0  

    ⊕   
II (0000 0100 0010 0000 0000 1000 0001 0000); (MES0)/2 = LFB1 
           =  

VI (0000 1100 0110 0000 0001 1000 0011 0000); MES1  generates TMB reconciliation. 
 

The Previous Result, PRV, is XORed into the Lower Feedback, LFB, but not into the Super Map 

Feedback, SUP, as depicted in Fig. Appx-6.   

 
Remember- the false Message Words were generated 2 cycles before being summed into the tiers. 
 
What happens, simultaneously to the Super Tier: 
 

         SUP0, the first false vector is a function of the Present Result, only, as the SuperMIX  

           feedback is irrelevant; it will be affected by MES0 two cycles later; and as the  

        and as CIP0 is true, the Present Result false vector, PRV0 = MES0 

 
VII  SUP0=fMMX[MES0]= STO0;  STO0 is the first falsified vector superimposed into  

                             the Super Tier (the MAC MIX filtered NWR Present Results),  

  

                   SUP1, the next false vector is a function of the Present Result only, as the SuperMIX  

           feedback is still true as it will be affected by MES1 two cycles later;  

           and as CIP1 is true, the Present Result false vector, PRV1 = MES1 

 
VIII SUP1=fMMX[MES1]; as the Cipher Mask, CIP1, was still true when the second false (reconciling 

the TMB Tier) Message was generated, then the SuperMIX output was also true, and the 

second Super Tier false feedback vector would be the fMMX transform on the second false 

Message Word.  
 

                   and the falsified bits simultaneously generated with the TMB reconciliation-  

IX   STO1= STO0/2 ⊕ SUP1; STO0 moved one bit to the right is XORed to the second 

                  MMX'd feedback. In this example STO1 is not all zeroed, 

               i.e., STO0/2 ≠ SUP1 ≠ STO1 ≠ 0. 

  

VII (0000 0001 0010 0000 1000 0000 0100 0000); SUP0=STO0=fMMX[MES0], 
 

VIII(0000 0011 0110 0000 1000 0001 1100 0000); SUP1=fMMX[MES1], 

    ⊕   
    (0000 0000 1001 0000 0100 0000 0010 0000); STO0/2, shifting STO0, 

    = 

IX  (0000 0011 1111 0000 1100 0001 1110 0000); STO1= STO0/2 ⊕ SUP1≠0.  
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The example shows a case where a false MES0 is followed by (the only possible) TMB Tier reconciling  

MES1 which leaves 12 random false traces in the Super Tier.  

 
This disparate feedback feature is doubly important, as the dual track feedback obviates simple 
simultaneous logic manipulation of the Super Tier and the TMB tiers. It shows that we affect separate 
uncorrelated pseudo-random functions in disparate ways, at each clock cycle.   
 
Note that a false Message Word index bit 12 would cause an internal feedback error in the top left 
nLFSR in the Register Bank. The false feedback would falsify bits 0,3,4,6,9 and 10 in the nLFSR at the 
next clock cycle, see Fig. 5 and Table 1. This aberration would be unique to one nLFSR. Subsequent 
simultaneous reconciliation of this single register and the whole Register Bank with MAC feedback 
would be impossible. If we skip the optional check, the test is generic, e.g., nLFSRs could be any length. 
 
Proving that the two step reconciliation of the TMB Tiers leaves behind a false value in the Super Tier, 

proves also there will be a false output from the Register Bank Combiner, RBC. We assume that at least 

either the Top or Intermediate Store & XOR output values are immediately false. (If both Store & XORs 
are true - the proof in the following rigorous proof Step V, shows that the attack fails sooner than 
expected.)  
 
Following falsification and reconciliation of the Register Bank, true feedback must be sustained to both 
the Super Tier and the TMB Tiers, else the condition of the Register Bank and eventually the Random 
Controller would obviate short term reconciliation. We will prove that there is no Message Word 
generated feedback that can sustain the Register Bank in a true condition for more than two cycles, 
following reconciliation.  
 
As our intention is/was to find, even with lowest probability, an attack that could succeed, we choose to 
falsify and reconcile in two successive clock cycles. Reconciling in a third, fourth or up to the 12th cycle 
is possible, but lowers any chance of reconciling the Register Bank for even one clock cycle. It is easily 
shown that delayed reconciliation has a very low chance of success as: 
 

a) MES0 could include fewer false bits, lest a false bit complements an MS nLFSR feedback bit;  

b) as TMB tiers are randomly clocked; therefore it is less likely that affected tiers be clocked 
simultaneously would be less likely; 

c) at the first delayed reconciliation cycle the Super Tier feedback includes false feedback from the 
Data Churn (not only from the Result/Feedback Processor); so that,  

d) the Super Tier will be further convoluted, with the more distinct possibility that the Super Tier 
will transmit false signal bits to the Top Control Unit of the Random Controller. 

  
Assuming that the adversary successfully reconciled the TMB Tiers, he would have completed the 
equivalent of Step V, and would proceed to Step VI in the following rigorous proof. All delayed false 
Message Words that can be generated are equivalent to one of a reduced subset of the 2

31
-1 possible 

words; e.g., FFFF FFFC can only be one clock shift delayed to become 7FFF FFFA without flipping the 
MS nLFSR internal feedback and FFFF FFFE cannot be delayed for even one clock cycle. FFFF FFFC 
is a Message Word that is in the search subset of all 2

32
 possible words. 

 
The above nine step algorithm is formalized in the flow chart of Fig. Appx-5. Remembering that index 
bit 31, the MS bit, cannot be flipped, progressing from 2 to 2

32
-2, when incrementing by 2, we perform 

an exhaustive search of all the possible flipped words. If the result, BADFALSWRD =0, the program 
proves the efficacy of the ZK-Crypt III feedback strategy for repulsing the classic Message Modification 
attack in a two step procedure. This proves that there is no combination of false flipped bits in a 
ZK-Crypt Message Word that can be reconciled in two cycles, in both the Super Tier and the 
TMB Tiers.  

 
Note the "Optional Check" in Fig. Appx-5 is valid for the defined length configurations of the 
ZK-Crypt nLFSRs. Eliminating testing of Message Words that would trigger false nLFSR feedback, 
shortens the generic test by a factor of 32. The generic test takes less than 10 minutes; the option is 
irrelevant. The search proved exhaustively over all of the 2

31
-1 possible complemented feedback word 

pairs, that there is no falsified word pair that simultaneously complements and reconciles both the TMB 
Tiers and the Super Tier in the ZK-Crypt III.   
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Fig. Appx-5: No Single Cycle False Word Reconciliation in the ZK-Crypt III Register Bank  
 
As BADFALSWRDCNT=0; there is always a difference between the only word that can reconcile the 
TMB Tiers, and the only single word that could reconcile Super Tier, in the single step false/reconcile 
clock sequences.  
 
 
Fig. Appx-6 depicts the ZK-Crypt III MAC Feedback mode in its entirety, including the additional 24 
bit Counter Mask feeding the Super Tier, as used in Data Authentication, only.  
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Fig. Appx-6: The ZK-Crypt III Dual Track Feedback Strategy  

 
The SuperMIX Transform is Active in both the Ciphering and the MAC Processes  
 
The SuperMIX displacement is similar to the MAC MIX displacement transformation, with the 
exception that the reverse nibbled output is eight bit right rotated. The 8 bit shift slightly increases 
silicon real estate, but decorrelates the shared inputs of the SuperMIX feedback from the non-linear 
Lower Cipher feedback function.  
 

THE SUPERMIX ROTATES EACH INPUT NIBBLE, 8 CELLS TO THE RIGHT & 

ALSO REVERSES THE BITS OF EACH OUTPUT NIBBLE 

AS WOULD AFFECT THE JKLM & NPQR NIBBLES

MLJ RQPNK

ACD EFGHB

VUS ZYXWT

JLM NPQRK
INPUT

OUTPUT

A DCB HGFE UTS ZYXW hgfedbaV cMLJ RQPNK

efghabd c D ABC FGH STU WXYZE VJLM NPQRK

INPUT

fNR&SHIFT

OUTPUT

 
Fig. Appx-7: The SuperMIX Transform 
 
The SuperMIX displacement does not affect the two clock cycle MAC TMB Tier reconciliation 

process, as the non-valid SMX is XORed to the Super Tier two cycles after the reconciliation cycle.  
 
In Cipher Mode the SuperMIX supplies dense cipher feedback, decorrelated from the sparse Lower 
Cipher (TMB) Feedback.  
 
We show that with the SuperMIX/ MAC MIX filters, there is provably no chance of short term forging 
of a false MAC Message Word in the ZK-Crypt III.   
 
Analyzing a Fraudulent Word Attack on the ZK-Crypt III 
In the following analysis, we prove that a 2 step fraudulent word reconciliation strategy for the 
ZK-Crypt III does not work because the TMB and the Super Tiers of the Register Bank cannot be 
sustained in the short term in a valid state. Invalid Lower Feedback corrupts both the TMB Tiers and the 
Data Churn and would obviate reconciliation, as will be seen. One random word XORed to the Super 
Tier can always reconcile the tier's condition for one clocked step. If a false bit or bits corrupts MS bit(s) 
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of one or any nLFSRs in the TMB Tiers, reconciliation is impossible, as the tiers would have non-equal 
false vectors obviating future false Message Word reconciliation.  
 
Reviewing the feedback variables in the ZK-Crypt III, remembering that these equations relate to false 

word vectors; e.g., if CIPx=0, all bits of CIPx are true. 

 

The MAC MIX output, MMX, is the fMMX transformation of the Present Result, NWR of Figure Appx-3;  

A) MMXx = fMMX[CIPx⊕ MESx]; MMXx is true if  CIPx⊕ MESx, the Present Result, is true;  
Generated Feedback     fMMX Filtered Present Result         

                                                                 else MMXx is a pseudo-random number. 

 

The SuperMIX output SMX is the fSMX transformation of the XORed sum of the output of the 

Intermediate Store & XOR, ISX, and the output of the Bottom Splash EVNN MAJ/XOR filter, BSF.  

BSX, the output of the Bottom Store & XOR is by definition, the Cipher Mask, CIP≡BSX. 

 

B) SMXx = fSMX[ISXx⊕ BSFx];the SMXx is true if the sum, ISXx⊕ BSFx, is true.;  
SuperMIX Output        fSMX Filtered Input  

                                                                else, SMXx is a pseudo-random number.                                         

 

C) The Super Tier Feedback, SUPx, may be true, only if the sum, MMXx ⊕ SMXx, is true. 

 

D) RBC, the Register Bank Combiner, is provably true, only if the Register Bank's, (BNK's) all four 

tiers' (3 in the TNB and 1 in the STO) outputs are true. 

 

E) ISXx & BSFx are provably true, only if RBC and the Top and Intermediate Store & XOR outputs 

are true,  TSX and ISX respectively. 

 
Proof that False Message Words cannot be Inserted in a Valid MAC Sequence Causing the 
Register Bank to be Reconciled in the Short Term 
 
This proof encompasses the proof that the classic Fraudulent Word Attack cannot succeed, as shown in 
Appendix A for the Single Track ZK-Crypt II feedback. 
 
In order to prove that the Register Bank cannot be reconciled in the short term, we must assume that the 
Adversary is extremely lucky, in Steps III to VI. Then, in Step VII we can prove that such an improbable 
"lucky" scenario does not exist. 
 
Start: 
We assess the situation at the j'th word, prior to the adversary's first attack word.  

      – All is well – the ZK-Crypt III is processing a valid Message; and all variables are true. 
 

The Register Bank BNKj is true, therefore the combiner output,  RBCj is true. 

 

Top Store output TSXj is true; Intermediate Store output ISXj is true; and,  

      Bottom Store output BSX ≡ CIPj is true. 

 

The Message Word= MESj is true; the Present Result = NWRj is true;  

     the Previous Result = PRVj is true; the generated and Stored Feedback LFBj= LWMj and, 

            LFBDj are the true original "historic" values. 

 
There are many conditions involved in the choice of an "auspicious" word in Step I. There are many 

j'th words, and in each of the candidate j'th words and there are up to 2
28

 candidate false Message 

Words. An adversary who knows the device and its contents can easily find illusive solutions (if they 
exist) to Steps I to V, but to no avail. We will prove that there is no auspicious word that will lead to a 
successful attack on the Register Bank, therefore the specific choice is irrelevant.  
In the following, variables that are provably false appear in Bold and are underlined; e.g., 

(CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1). Variables that we assume, but do not prove are false appear in Bold face type, but 

are not underlined, e.g., CIPn. Instants where we suspect that both variables in a composite variable are 

false, where we can prove that the composite is false, we underline the whole composite function: 

                      e.g., (CIPj+3⊕ MESj+3).  
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Other words are assumed to be true (if only for argument's sake), and are not emboldened. 
 
Step I – The adversary chooses an "auspicious" falsifying Message Word,  MESj+1. 

       The generated Lower, LFBj+1, feedback is provably false- 

LFBj+1 =(CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1) ⊕CIPj⊕ MESj, and also the - 
Generated Lower FB      Present Result NWR      Previous Result  

SUPj+1= fMMX[CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+1⊕ BSFj+1]is false. 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMXed Present Result on NWR     fSMXed Filtered Input 

LFBDj+1,TMBj+1,STOj+1,RBCj+1,TSXj+1,ISXj+1,BSXj+1 & SMXj+1  are  true. 
 

The first false feedbacks are "waiting to" be stored into Feedback Stores, LFBD & SUPD.  

 

Step II – The adversary calculates a Message Word, MESj+2 that generates Lower Feedback 

to complement the one bit rotated to the right fraudulent bits in the TMB Tiers. This reconciliation 
word will reconcile the TMB Tiers to a true state and provably falsify the Super Tier. (Fig. Appx-5.) 

The Adversary has no degree of freedom in his choice of  MESj+2. 

 
   The generated feedbacks- 

LFBj+2 = CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2⊕ CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1 is false we know that it isn't the original  
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

                                                                             as it must reconciliate false bits; and, 
 

SUPj+2= fMMX[CIPj+2 ⊕ MESj+2]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+2⊕ BSFj+2] is also provably false. 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result = NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

TMBj+2,STOj+2,RBCj+2,TSXj+2,ISXj+2,BSXj+2 & SMXj+1  are provably still true. 
 

LFBDj+2 is false as LFBj+1 was false . 

SUPDj+2 is false as SUPj+1 was false . 

LFBDj+2 and SUPDj+2 are "waiting" to falsely complement the Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

LFBj+2 is "waiting" to follow LFBDj+2 to reconcile the TMB Tiers to a true value. 

SUPj+2 is "waiting" to follow SUPDj+2 to further falsify the Super Tier. 

 

Step III – In the following steps a MAC adversary must guess Message Words (MES's) that will 

compensate for a false Previous Result and/or false Present and/or Previous Cipher Masks, in order 

to generate a true  Lower Feedback, LFB,to sustain the TMB Tiers (two clocks hence).  

In this step, SUPDj+2 was XORed into the STO (Fig. Appx-6), thereby corrupting the Super 

Tier-  
and LFBDj+2 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, corrupting with an auspicious word- 

LFBDj+3,SUPDj+3,TMBj+3,STOj+3,RBCj+3,TSXj+3,ISXj+3,CIPj+3,MMXj+3 & SMXj+3 are either 

             assumed or proved false, 
        and we assume (as the MES1 was chosen auspiciously) that the TMB  can and will be reconciled on 

             the next clock cycle. 
The generated feedbacks- 

LFBj+3 =(CIPj+3⊕ MESj+3)⊕CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2 is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result          Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+3 probably compensates two false variables. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+3= fMMX[CIPj+3 ⊕ MESj+3]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+3 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+3] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

              is a random number. With extreme luck it will reconcile the Super Tier's in the 5'th step. 
              SUPj+3 is not the valid feedback, it is the assumed feedback that will reconcile.  

LFBDj+3 is false as LFBj+2 was false.  

LFBDj+3 is "waiting" to reconcile the variables in the TMB Tiers, TMB, to a true state.  

SUPDj+3 is "waiting" with a number that provably cannot reconcile the Super Tier into a true state. 

LFBj+3 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to "sustain" the TMB Tiers in a true state. 

 

Step IV – In this step, reconciling feedback is XORed into the TMB Tiers, thereby recovering all TMB 

variables into a true state. The reconciling feedback further corrupts the Data Churn. We have 
proved, logically and with an exhaustive search that the Super Tier Feedback is not reconciled, so 

that the BNK and the Data Churn are both false. (See Fig. Appx-5.) The MAC adversary will 

continue guessing compensating words to generate "historic" original LFBs.  
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In this step, LFBDj+3was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, thereby reconciling the TMB. 

The SUPDj+3 was XORed into the STO thereby further randomizing the Super Tier. 

SUPDj+4,STOj+4,RBCj+4,TSXj+4,ISXj+4,CIPj+4,MMXj+4 & SMXj+4 are assumed false, 

and TMBj+4,LFBDj+4 are true. 

 

LFBj+4 = (CIPj+4 ⊕  MESj+4)⊕ (CIPj+3 ⊕ MESj+3) is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result               Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+4 probably compensates three false variables. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+4= fMMX[CIPj+4 ⊕ MESj+4]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+4 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+4] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

             SUPj+4 is a random number. With extreme luck we assume that it is the true Super Tier 

                 feedback which can sustain the Super Tier in a valid state in Step VI. 

LFBDj+4 is true as LFBj+3 was true and is waiting to sustain TMB to a true state.  

SUPDj+4 is random and "waiting" with, a low probability to reconcile the STOj+5. 

LFBj+4 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to "sustain" the TMB Tiers in a true state in Step VI. 

          

Step V – In this step the TMB remains true, the STO is reconciled by a lucky SUPDj+4, Super Tier 

feedback. The Data Churn remains false. The Result Store (Previous Result) remains false. We 
"know" that the adversary was very lucky. The MAC adversary will continue guessing 

compensating words to generate "historic" original LFBs.  

   If SUPDj+4 does not reconcile STOj+5, the attack fails here, as SUPDj+4 is single valued for MES1.  

In this step, LFBDj+4 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, sustaining a true TMB, 

and pseudo-random SUPDj+4 was XORed into and "luckily" reconciled the STO. Now the BNK 

and RBC are true. If on the next cycle RBC is still true, TSX will be true. (If LFB and RBC are 

true for 3 more cycles, consecutively, TSX, ISX and BSX are reconciled).   

TSXj+5,ISXj+5,CIPj+5,MMXj+5 & SMXj+5 we assume are false, 

TMBj+5,STOj+5,RBCj+5 are true, as the random SUP (we assumed) reconciled the Super Tier. 

LFBDj+4 & SUPDj+4 were assumed to be true, to sustain a valid Register Bank. 

And the Lower Feedback 

LFBj+5 = (CIPj+5 ⊕  MESj+5) ⊕ (CIPj+4 ⊕  MESj+4) is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result               Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+5 compensates at least one false variable. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+5= fMMX[CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+5 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+5] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

is a random number. With extreme luck we assume it will sustain true STOj+7 in step 7. 

LFBDj+5 is true as LFBj+4 was true and is "waiting" to sustain TMB to a true state in step 6.  

SUPDj+5 is "waiting" with a number we assume (improbably) will reconcile STO in step 6. 

LFBj+5 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to sustain the TMB Tiers in a true state in step 7. 

 
Step VI – In this step the TMB remains true, a true STO is sustained by a lucky SUPDj+5, Super Tier 

feedback. The Data Churn, except for the TSX remains false. The Result Store (Previous Result) 

remains false. We "know" that the adversary was very lucky. The MAC adversary will continue 

guessing compensating words to generate "historic" original LFBs.  

In this step, LFBDj+5 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, thereby sustaining a true TMB, 

and pseudo-random SUPDj+5 was XORed into and "luckily" reconciled the STO. The BNK and 

RBC remain true. As the RBCj+5 and LFBDj+5 are true for a second time, TSX will be true. (If 

LFB and RBC are true for 1 more cycle, ISX and BSF will be reconciled).   

ISXj+6,CIPj+6,MMXj+6 & SMXj+6 are false, 

TMBj+6,STOj+6,RBCj+6 & TSXj+6, are true, as the random SUP again reconciled the Super Tier. 

We assume again that SMXj+6 is false; later we will prove that it must be false;  

LFBDj+6 & SUPDj+6 are assumed to be true,  

And the Lower Feedback 

LFBj+6 = CIPj+6 ⊕  MESj+6 ⊕ CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5 is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+6 compensates three false variables. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+6= fMMX[CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+6 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+6] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 
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SUPj+6 is a random number. With extreme luck we assume it might reconcile STO in StepVIII. 

LFBDj+6 is true as LFBj+5 was true and is "waiting" to sustain TMB to a true state in StepVII.  

SUPDj+6 is "waiting" with a number we assume will sustain a true STO in Step VII. 

LFBj+6 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to sustain the TMB Tiers in a true state in StepVIII. 

 

Step VII – In this step the TMB remains true with a luckily guessed Message Word
♦
, the STO is again 

reconciled by a lucky SUPDj+5, Super Tier feedback. The Data Churn is true, except for BSX≡CIP 

which remains false. ISX and BSF are true as RBC,TOP and ISX are true. The Result Store 

(Previous Result) remains false. We will question if the adversary could have been very lucky. We 
also see, also, that the attack could not work, without the anomalies which we will show.  

In this step, LFBDj+6 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, thereby sustaining a true TMB, 

and pseudo-random SUPDj+6 was XORed into and "luckily" reconciled STO. The BNK and RBC 

remain true. As the RBCj+6 and LFBDj+6 were true for a third time, both TSX and ISX are true.   

CIPj+7 = BSXj+7 is still false, and we have an anomaly with MMXj+6 & SMXj+6. 
TMBj+6,STOj+6,RBCj+6,TSXj+6,ISXj+7,BSFj+7 & SMXj+7  are true, as SUP once again reconciled the 

            Super Tier ISXj+7 is true, making BSFj+7 true so that SMXj+7 is now true.  

 
And the Lower Feedback can always be contrived: 

LFBj+7 = (CIPj+7 ⊕  MESj+7) ⊕ (CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6) is true, 
Generated Feedback       Present Result               Previous Result  

             where the Present Result cannot be true, if the Previous Result was not true. 
 
The Super Tier Feedback can no longer be true- 

     SUPj+7= fMMX[CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+7 ⊕ BSFj+7]where both ISXj+7 & BSFj+7  
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

                                                                                 have been reconciled and are true. 
 

If fSMX[ISXj+7 ⊕ BSFj+7]= SMXj+7 is true, and SUPj+7 were true, then  

 fMMX[CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7] and [CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7]= NWRj+7 would also be true. 
 

CIPj+6 ⊕  MESj+6 = PVRj+7 is by definition false-  

then, LFBj+7 = NWRj+7 ⊕ PVRj+7,  

          the valid feedback to sustain the TMB could not also be simultaneously true. 

 
Despite the aforesaid, let's assume that it was possible to maintain the Register Bank in a true sequence, 
obviously with false Message Words, as the Previous Result would constantly be false- 
 
The generated feedback at the final tail word step can only be- 

LFBT = (CIPT ⊕ MEST) ⊕ (CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1) is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result         Previous Result  

 
The T'th Message Word should be a meaningful Tail not the random MEST, necessary to compensate for 

false  MEST-1. 

LFBT = CIPT ⊕ MEST ⊕ CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1 where T>j+7. 
Generated Feedback   Present Result      Previous Result  

A true Tail word would obviously have generated, LFBT, a false feedback. 
 

In the tag process (see Appendix C) all Messages Words after the T'th word are, by definition, "all 
zeroes".  The adversary has no degree of freedom. If Message Words are equal to zero, then Cipher 
Mask values constitute Previous and Present Results. 
 
The first MAC Feedback Scramble is false- 

LFBT+1 = CIPT+1 ⊕ [00...0] ⊕ CIPT ⊕ MEST   =   CIPT+1     ⊕     PRVT, 
Generated Feedback       Present Result         Previous Result        Present Result          Previous Result 

as the Tail word was false; 
 

but the second MAC Feedback Scramble would be true, as false feedback corrupts two cycles later- 

LFBT+2 = CIPT+2         ⊕    CIPT+1. 
Generated Feedback       Present Result          Previous Result      

          now LFBDT+2 =  LFBT+1 is false, 
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the third MAC Feedback Scramble feedback is false, as LFBT+1 is inserted into BNKT+3,  

                          corrupting RBCT+2 and the Data Churn-   

LFBT+3 = CIPT+3     ⊕  CIPT+2. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result   Previous Result          

 

at this stage, BNKT+4 remains false as true LFBT+2 feedback cannot reconcile a false Register Bank. 

 
Conclusion:  In the ZK-Crypt III, sustaining the Register Bank in a valid state following the insertion of 

a false Message Word is not possible. 
 

The Super Tier feedback track logically obviates adversarial Message Words from   
simultaneous logic manipulation of the Super Tier and the TMB tiers.  
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Appendix C- Block Flow Diagram of Cipher Protocol using MAC Mode Initialization 
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Fig. Appx-8: The ZK-Crypt Cipher Protocol 
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Appendix D: MAC Data Authentication Block Flow Protocol. 
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Fig. Appx-9: The MAC Protocol  
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Appendix E: Differential Immunity of the ZK-Crypt Stream Cipher and Data Authenticator. 
 

A survey of possible distinguishing "differentials" which enable Differential Cryptanalysis of the 
ZK-Crypt relate to changing any binary variables in either the secret key or the Initial Value (the IV) 
thereby to create a statistical bias or a constant bit or set of bits in the internal state of either the Random 
Controller or the 32 Bit Word Manipulator are the subject of this section. These differentials serve as 
"hooks" to the cryptanalyst, who might possibly be able to learn the entire internal state of the engine at 
the end of the key initialization, or alternately to show a methodology to compromise all of part of the 
resulting process, and cast doubt on the efficacy of the ZK-Crypt.  
 
Quoting [diff], "A stream cipher which has no high probability differentials (or even impossible 
differentials) is expected to be immune to resynchronization attacks, related-key attacks and re-keying 
attacks." The work that the FortressGB has done demonstrates that there are no such possible 
distinguishing differentials in the ZK-Crypt, thereby leaving only algebraic attack methods (SATs), 
brute force or conventional time memory attacks.     
 
Possibly the most promising strength of the ZK-Crypt is the massive diffusion caused by any changed 
bit in a feedback source, especially in MAC mode of operation; e.g., stream cipher initialization or all 
phases of Data Authentication. Such changed bit appears in at least one linear or non-linear factor in an 
average of more than 160 bit variables in a first Primary Clock cycle, and in virtually all bits in the 
Word Manipulator in subsequent clocked equations. See the diffusion case studies in [zk-secure].    
 
We have shown how all parts of the ZK-Crypt are self-starting for all secret keys, including the all zero 
secret key. The engine generates a highest quality pseudo-random 32 bit word (no differential) output 
from the second cycle of the 32 scrambling cycle initial secret key initialization.  We show that any 
change of a single secret key bit in the Random Controller typically affects the linear equations of the 
binary variables Random Controller in the first cycle. 
 
Work is underway demonstrating the intractability of algebraic attacks, on even a small subsystem of the 
32 bit Data Manipulator. 


